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pirst of all this month. some continuity. There was
I a lot of interest in the howlround problem a few
months ago. One reader wrote to say that he had built
the frequency shifter, and that it worked after a
component value had been changed.

He further said that there was a 5Hz sinewave
output from the circuit, and that a bandpass filter on
the output should cure this. There should be no 5Hz
output on a perfectly adjusted shifter, so, assuming
that the unit has been properly adjusted, there must
be a minor flaw in the design. Should time allow, or
if the reader lends me his model, I -will attempt to test
a prototype and find out where I went wrong. and
pass on the information. Meanwhile, I believe the
reader intends to write a project using a development
of this design, and including an output filter.

provements to power supply or
cure that. I am awfully tempted
professionai system would use
frequencg, bands. and would

probabJy use a separate spectrum analyser, but it
would be very expensive

I have also learned that a deiay line can. desplte
my original doubts, improve the feedback situaiion
slightly in some circumstances The receir",ed wisdom
is that, because a frequency shifter is not suitable for

Timers
This month's readers quesfion ;s a circuits.
M Rogers of Stoke on Trent u aar novelty
clock, and needs to pulse the hanical
system at 1 pulse per 32 727 2 seconds He would like
to achieve an overall accuracl oi 10 seconds per
week. He goes on to sar,' rhat rhe techniques of
generating arbikary time inten als ri ould interest many
readers. My senrimenrs exaciir.

Arbitrary time frequenct !eneratron is possible
using RC timing elemenrs. and seiecting component
vaiues and using presers to obtain the exact period
required This principie can be extended using
counters after the osciiiator ro exreni t'ne time period
beyond that available from conuenient values of
resistors and capacitors Oi course the precise R and
C values can be chosen to make use of divide by 24
stages. so that clever design of digiial circuitry is not
required. It is impractical to make RC timed circuitry
to the accuracy requested.so lve can confine our
consideration to circuits timed by crystals or other fixed
frequency sources (eg the mains standard frequency
transmissions from Rugby) The general type of
system we are looking at is shown in Fig 1.

There are four obvious approaches to the
problem The first is to choose a suitable frequency
range for a crystal, say 1MHz. then choose the nearest
power of twoio dividl close to the required frequency
(0.030555623H2 in this case), then work back from
this to determine the exact crystal frequency required.
Crystals of a specific frequency can be ordered from
several sources, and this approach may be justified
In some circumstances (a long production run). It does
leave something to be desired as a one off technique,
though

The next obvious technique is to use a
combination of divide by 24 stages and binary rate
multipliers to generate the frequency

The third approach would be to calculate a
convenient integer division value within the required
tolerance or the range over which crystal oscillator
frequencies can be adjusted by the use of external
capacitance and remain stable. A figure of 0.05%
variation is reasonable for most crystal oscillators, and
as the specified tolerance is 0.0165%, the figure of
0 05% is the one to use.

The function of dividing by an arbitrary integer

Fig. 1

In Practice
As a result of talking to various soundcrew personnel,
I have learned a little more about the practical side of
howlround reduction. As stated in the readers letter
section, a miciophone with a really flat frequency
response gives a very noticeable improvement over
'!15 special' microphones.

Something else which helps considerably is to
use a graphic equaliser, set by means of a pink noise
generator and a very good quality flat response
reference microphone coupled with a speitrum
analyser. Maplin sell a complete unit, equaliser.
spectrum analyser, and auto calibration all in one.
which I have observed making a dramatic improve-
ment by automatically notching out the room,s worst
resonance. The one I saw suffered from a slight hum,

6 ETI FEBRUARY I99I
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may be accomplished in more than one way The
obvious method is to use a binary up counter, and a

binary comparator to detect when the required
number is reached, and ihen reset the counter to zero
lf this is done synchronously, then the number to
recognise is the one before the desired division ratio,
because zero is included in the counting sequence.
Asynchronous reset demands that the required
division ratio is recognised, because the fjnal number
only occurs momentarily, until the reset to zero has
propagated through the system

Asynchronous counting is vulnerable to {alse
resetting because of spurious intermediate count
states, and is harder to debug using an oscilloscope
or logic analyser, so I tend to eschew such question-
able techniques. An example of a synchronous divider
is shown in Figure 2 Note that the terminal count is
only maintained for half a clock cycle, while the zero
state is maintained for one and a half cycles

Other means of integer division include the use
of parallel loaded counters. If down counters are used
then the number one below the division ratio is

programmed into the parallel inputs synchronously
on the next clock pulse after the zero count is reached.
An example oi this type of divider is shown in Figure 3.

The fourth obvious technique is to use a

microprocessor to generate the required output
pulses. The economical approach is to write a

program loop having only one path, and count all the
clock pulses in the entire loop It should be possible
to devise a loop of the correct duration to ihe nearest
whole clock pulse in the required time period greater
accuracy than the crystal will achieve in practice.

Other programming techniques are possible,

including the use of multiple and various timer/
counter division periods. If you try this, do not forget
to include the time required for the processor to
service the timer/counter interrupt, and make sure
that this time is not variable! A fifth, less obvious
approach, would be to use a dual modulus divider.
This is gratuitously complicated and mainly appro-
priate to frequency synthesisers for communications

Engineering Philosophy
To provide a complete design example I shall use the
BRM (binary rate multiplier) technique. This may or
may not be the best approach - one cannot always
tell before doing the design For a one off design I

would choose whatever type of design used the ICs
I had to hand, while for a production run I would do
draft designs for each plausible approach and use the
cheapest.

To start with we need an oscillator, so I have
chosen the 4060 oscillator divider Ior this function,
If a 100kHz crystal is used, this must be divided by
327 27 20 to give one cycle per 32 7 27 2 seconds. To

ETI FEBRUARY I99I

make the 100kHz crystal
oscillator (Figure 4) work
reliably at the correct
frequency rather than
oscillating at a frequency
set by the stray capacitance
of the crystal, the
impedance of C3 should
approximately equal that
of R2 at the required
frequency. R1 is a bias
resistor, while Cland C2
set the load capacitance for
the crystal (normally
specified at 30p) Varying
Cl adjusts the frequency to
calibrate the circuit

Binary rate multipliers are sometimes overlooked
as a means of frequency division, and this is a shame
because they can be surprisingly useful. They multiply
an input frequency by a binary fraction - meaning
halves, quarters, eighths, for as many bits as are used.

People normally think of binary numbers as integers,

but here we are using the digits a{ter the 'binary point'
which is to binary as a decimal point is to base ten

The scheme to be used here is to divide by the
largest multiple of 2below 3272720, which turns out

tobe22t (2097152]l . The remaining division can be

achieved by multiplying by 0.640798. This is carried
oui by using a pair of 4 bit BRMs programmed to
provide 164 pulses out for every 256 pulses in This
is0 640625, as near as 8 binary places can be to the
ideal number, and is within a reasonable tolerance

The logic in a binary rate multiplier is arranged
to even out the pulse spacing as much as possible, but
764/ 256 does not lend itself to perfectly even spacing.
In order to minimise the output timing jitter, some of
the total binary division required is positioned after the
BBM to divide the timing jitter as well as the frequency
The initial oscillator/divider divides by 2la, and the
4024 after the BRMs divides by a further 27. giving
a total of 221 as required.

The BRMs and final divider are shown in Figure
5. The output from the 4024 should be fed to what
ever pulse shaping circuit, such as a monostable, is

suitable to drive the electromechanicalsystem. If a 555
is used in monostable mode, it will not need an extra
output drive circuit because of its high current output,

7

Oscillalor

03 05 07 09

04 06 08 011

14 stage binary counter

- 
164t72s6or(0.64062s) 

- 
Fig' 5
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to? The enter-
ers muscling in
y. The stations
And, in an off-

h as you'll see connected way, Japanese
manufacturers muscling in on Hollywood.
I about?

L.et me explain In Europe and in the UK,
financial institutions are beginning to realise the
attraction of owning part stakes in television stations
La Cinq for instance, the French station, is in
difficulties and several UK banks looked at it with a
view to purchasing a small stake - less the 10% -allowing a say in the station's running.

Similarly, independenttelevision stations in the
UK are up for grabs now, as Governmental plans to
re-allocate franchises are followed. It is not the fact
existing franchises are being re-allocated which is of
interest, it is the fact franchises will be sold more-or-
less to the highest bidder in a most unusual auction
where concern must be expressed.

Bids are basically blind. Bidders have but one
chance to offer what th
of a required franchise.
no idea at all what to bid
to gauge what other bidders could offer, so bjds could
be higher than they would be under an open auction,

One thing, and one thing alone, about the re-
franchising auction maintains a hope for fairness and
future services. tt is simply that part of the bid must
be to show how station quality will be maintained,
improved, or perhaps trimmed. As youU expect,
quality is difficult to define, being largely subjective.
It is up to the Independent Television Commission,
which is to re-allocate franchises between bidders, to
define bid quality. Thus a financially lower bid,
deemed of higher quality than a higher bid in
monetary terms, could secure a franchise.

Bids for all franchises must be made by Aprit. At
this time it's not possible to say who is expected to bid,
but we can make a few educated guesses. First, all
existing franchise-holders will automatically bid for re-
allocation of their own franchises. However, new
regulations allow franchise-holders to bid for other
franchises simultaneously - never allowed before -so large and financially secure existing franchise-
holders like Central are expected to go for other
franchises, too. It is not possible for franchise-holders
to own a franchise for a bordering station, however.
It's likely that large franchise-holders are only allowed
to bid for small franchises along with their own.

Second, existing franchise-holders may join
forces in consortia, which aim purely to maintain
control over existing franchises. So, companies like
Tyne Tees and Yorkshire could join together with the
direct aim of maintaining a status quo.

- Third, ay be formed between existing
franchise-h the aim of bidding for other
franchises. ancial securities oisuch con-
sortia make t

A fourth ay
be allocated rs.
These outsid ns
providers, entertainments organisations, or more
likely mixtures of all three.

Companies like Virgin are likely to be
People like the big RMs (Royal Majesti
Maxwell and Rupert Murdoch) are bo
interested. Indeed, if these dont express interests it
will be surprising.

But, most important. foreign bidders are
f banks, simply
ses. putting up
After all. if our

banks can go for stations like La Cinq. why can,ttheir
banks go for ours? Bids may. be from srations abroad.

And finally, bids may be from national, inter-
national, or global entertainments organisations -film production companies. Japanese electronics
manufacturers, and so on We're already seen how
organisations like Sony have realised the importance
of film production companies in Holl.r,wood. Tele-
vision stations are only a couple of steps removed.

One aspect o{ all this bidciing for franchises,
which must be of highest imponance Ior the bidders.
is expected earnings of franchjses [ndependenttele-
vision stations make proflts basicaily through sales of
air-time of advertisements. Normally fairly
healthy made through such sales (nearly
12 billio and or,er recent years p.ofits have
gone up somewhat more than inflatjon. Untillast year,
that is. Somewhat mystically. profits have started
deteriorating (a fall of more than 6% over 1989,s
profits was expected for 1990. at the time of writing)
and this serves to make franchises less attractive.

Now I may be a cynic. but even the most die-hard
of believers must adm jt such a downturn of profits the
yearbefore re-franchisement auctioning looks just a
contrived Contrived or not. it is bound to deter
potential new contenders for franchises. leaving the
bidding clear for existing franchise-holders.

So the Government's own delays and an adver-
tising recession, contrived or otherwise, look set to
help the existing franchise-holders maintain the status
quo, exactly the opposite of Government intentions.
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VELLEMAN KITS
Over 100 project Kits in stock

Send 50p for 1991 Catalogue + price List
RETAILERS WANTED

Why not I t tany_retailers who carry our top
range of .kits (Discounts to be arrbnged)'

ils and Letterhead to:

HIGH.Q.ELECTRONICS
DEPT ETI, PO BOX 1481 LONDON NW7 4RF

rct:o7o7 26,3562
FAX:081-2091231

SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES WELCOME
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Dritish business faces ever
Elgro*,ng rnlerna.onar com-
petition. If we are to succeed it is
vitalthat today's young people will
have the required technical and
commercial skills. Over the last
five years the Young Electronic
Designer Award (YEDA) scheme
has made an impressive contribu-
tion to doing just this, bY

encouraging young PeoPle to
combine their technical skills
creatively with an appreciation of
the commercial demands of the
marketplace.

The Young Electronic
Designer Award scheme is

organised by the YEDA Tiust (a
registered charity) and is oPen to
students at secondary schools,
polytechnics and universities
throughout the UK and is built
around an annualcompetition for
three age categories: Junior
(under 15); Intermediate (15-17

years inclusive) and Senior
(18-25 years inclusive)

The future of YEDA is depen-

dent upon sponsorhip from com-
mercial organisations which
visibly aim to put something back
inio the community, Provide
incentives for tomorrow's work-
force, play a positive role in
reducing skills shortages and
increase their corporate profile in
educational and business circles.

The challenge is for students
to produce an original electronic
device of their own and has a

useful application in everyday life.

A prestigious trophy and
valuable cash prizes are presented

to the winners in each category
and in the senior age group there
are the prospects of course spon-
sorship and a job in electronics.

There are cash prizes of
€2,500 for schools or colleges
whose students have produced
the most commercially and en-
vironmentally viable project.
Every f inalist also receives a
certificate and wins a personal
prize, as do their teachers.

Eighteen projects (six from
each category) are chosen from
a series of regional judging events

to appear in the nationalfinal held
annually in London. The awards
are made at a presentation dinner
attended by finalists, their tutors
and parents, representatives from
the world of commerce, industry
and education. The 1991 final is

to take place at the Science
Museum on 3 April, followed by
a public exhibition on 4 and 5
April.

Further information contact:
The Yeda Trust, 24 L-ondon
Road, Horsham, West Sussex
RH12 1AY Tel: 0403 2llj48.

Fl acal Avionics has announced
If,tnn certitication ot its aero-
nautical satellite voice and data
system called SATFONE.

SATFONE, is said to provide
the air traveller with a quality of
voice communications he or she
is familiar with in the home or the
office.

SATFONE is a single full
duplex, digital voice/data channel
of 21,000 bit/s capacity. Signals

are relayed between the aircraft
and the ground telecommunica-
tions network via the INMARSAT
geostationary satellite consteUa-
tion

Racal has already received
orders from SATFONE installa-
tions in a variety of aircraft types,
including the Gulfstream III and
IV L-1011, A310-300, Boeing
707 andBoeing747.

9

tFhe new Miniature Moisture
I Proof Torch from Maplin is

made from an amazingly light
and superstrong alloy usually
used in aircraft construction. The
rugged pocket-sized torch in
diecast alloy has a knurled body
and is finished in gloss black paint.

The Maplin Torch uses two
AAA type batteries (not included)
to power a miniature high-
intensity'krypton' bulb. This bulb
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provides incredible light power
(the unit comes complete with a

spare bulb). The beam can be
focused by adjusting the lamp
holder which includes a chromed
reflector and plastic lens cover.

The conshuction incorporates
'O' ring rubber seals to ensure that
the torch is splash proof and im-
mersion proof for a few seconds.
The all-weather mini torch costs
f3.95.



f2\rders for video delay lines
\-fand filters, specificuily dn-
signed for HDTV applications,
are flowing in for a Nuneaton-
based manufacturer, BAL (UK)
Ltd. The company specialises in
video components and equip-
ment for television studio
applications and has taken some
f25,000 worth of orders in the
last two months from major

companies in Germany, Japan
and the USA

The HDF Series video filters
have 0.2dB frequencies from
22MHz to 30MHz, while the
transition rates and group delay
ripple specifications have been
designed based upon the various
proposed templates emanating
Irom engineers developing ad-
vanced High Definition Television

systems at research centres
around the world.

BALs business development
director Dgrek Newport says: 'We
are delighted with the impact
these new products are making in
the markei place. Some people
may be under the impression that
equipment for HDTV applica-
tions is still at prototype stage.
Certainly, HDTV is in its infancy,

but this upsurge in orders for filters
and delay lines seems to be a clear
indication that HDTV systems are
now entering production, and
confirms BALs aim to become a
major player in this field from the
outset."

Further information, contact
BAL (UK) Ltd. Tel: (0203)
375827

smor Technologies Ltd,
have gained Water Re-

search Centre approval for their
two Flowswitches PG15 and
P522.

Recommended for use with
push-fit couplings in cold water
installations, they can be
mounted vertically or hori-
zontally, and can be supplied with
normally open or normally closed
contacts Made In Kemetal, an
acetal resin resistant to a wide
range of chemicals, they are not
only suitable for use in water
systems, but many other applica-
tions as well; an interesting one
currently being exploited is for use
in an air extraction scheme for
spray-booths in car workshops.

Priced at €10.75 for the PG15
(15mm fitting) and fll.2|forthe
PS22 (22mm fitting), there are
generous discounts for quantity
orders.

Contact: Osmor Technologies
Ltd, Tel: 081-688 5148.

f hurlby-Than dar have expan-
l' ded their large range of func-

tion generators by launching an
advanced programmable model
the TG1304,

The TG1304 is based around
an analogue voltage controlled
main generator with a frequency
range of 10mHz to 13MHz. Ad-
vanced microprocessor manage-
ment of the generator and output
circuitry has provided an ex-
tremely versatile instrument with
a wealth of sophisticated features
including crystal locked frequency
stabilisation to 0.01% accuracy.

The TG1304 is priced at
11,295.00 in the UK. The com-
pany believes this places the new
generator into a unique market
position with a price similar to
Iower specification analogue
controlled instruments and with
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features in advance of manY
programmable generators costing

considerably more.
The main generator outPut of

the TG1304 can Produce sine.

triangle and square waveforms of
up to 20V pk-pk EMF from a 50R
source impedance, as well as

unipolar pulse waveforms.
Symmetry and DC offset are fullY

variable.
A second independent gen-

erator, which operates at freq-
uencies from 5 mHz to 50 kHz,
can provide sine, triangle and
square waveforms from a 600R
auxiliary output. This generator

can be used as a source for
amplitude and frequency mod-
ulation of the main generator.
The two generators can also be

summed to produce two tone
signals such as are used for tele-
phone dialling

Full sweep capabilities
(internal or external, linear or
Iogarithmic) are provided, Para-

meters may be set and disPlaYed
in a wide choice of units such as

frequency, period, up-time Plus
down-time, volts pk-pk, dBm,
etc. All major parameters may be

entered directly from the keyPad,

or stepped up or down using

auto-repeating keYs or a

continuously rotating knob.
Waveform versatility is further

enhanced by triggering and
gating using external or internal
signals. With "burst mode" control
and fully variable start/stop phase

these functions can be used to
produce a very wide range of
waveforms such as haversines,

variable transition time Pulses,
sine-edged (band Iimited) Pulses,
square waves with adjustable
overshoot, counted tone bursts

and gated variable frequency
tone bursts.

All functions of the TG1304

are fully programmable both from
the keyboard and from the GPIB
(IEEE-488) interface. A backlit
48-character alphanumeric dis-
play provides full status informa-
tion and prompts for setting up
the instrument. Non-volatile
memory holds all of the current
set-up information and enables
the storing and recalling of up to
50 complete settings of the
instrument.

The compact case has a small
footprint for bench use and is half
rack width 3U height for rack
mounted use

I felleman Ktts, of Belgium,
V huu" introduced 19 new
kits to their 1990/91 line up
taking their total number of high
quality kits to in excess of 100,
including audio, automotive,
lighting control, communication,
security, comPuter control and
industrial control kits.

Two of the new kits for the
audio enthusiast and professional

are a very high quality DigitallY
Controlled Pre-Amp and the
Stereo Valve Amplifier,

As its name suggests the
Digitally Controlled Pre-Amplifier
is controlled totally by digital elec-

tronics and contains no Potentio-
meters. AII functions such as

volume, tone controls, balance
and input selection can be oP-
erated through push buttons and
LED displays. The advantage is

that everything can be oPerated
via a separate remote control.
Also a switched power outlet has

been provided, which allows You
to switch the rest of Your audio
system on and off via the remote
control. On top of all this ease of
operation you can make use o{ a

priority setting of Your own Pro-

gramming, which can be invoked
at all times and which becomes
the default setting upon Power
up.

Mosi of us cannot afford a

high power, high quality amPlifier

with valves. This kit changes that,
so that now everybodY can enjoY

the sublime "valve sound". The

sound o{ valves could not be

surpassed up till now, neither bY

transistors o{ FET's. While
developing the amPlifier, sPecial

attention was given to the
housing. Indeed, the valvesform
an integral part so that Your eYes

also have something to enjoY. AII
components, including valves

and ultra-linear outPut trans-
formers (toroidal core) are
supplied with the kit.

Technical data
OutputPower - 2 x 200WMP,
2 x 95WRMS in class AB, 2 x
15W in class A
Output impedence - 4 or 8R.
Harmonic Distortion - 0.8%
S/N ratio - 102dB (A weighted)

A colour catalogue covering
the full range of kits contact -
ESR Electronic ComPonents, Tel

(091\ 25t 4363.

I

tFhis new UV-C Meter allows
I airn.r. accurate measuremenl

of absolute UV-C radiation inten-
sities for the first time

The sensor head contains a

photo-cell filtered to produce
maximum sensitivitY in the
wavelength region 200-280nm

Applications include:
Monitoring the output of alltYPes

of UV lamps.
Calculation of the transmission
factors of glass, plastics and
liquids.
Measurement of direct and
rellected light from UV lamP
installations for determination of
safe working practices according
to the Health and Saf etY
Executive.

The unit is available from
Uvalight Technology Ltd, Tel:

021-643 2463/2472.

A qainst worldwide compe-
latition I nomson Consumer
Electronics has been selected bY

BBC Subcription Television Ltdto
provide VideoCryPt access con-
trol technology for its encrYPted
subscription television service.

scheduled for [aunch in
September 1991

The new service, named BBC
Select, willbe transmitted during
the unused night-time hours of
both BBC television networks
lnitially, the service will of{er a

range of up to 15'niche television
services for sPecial interest
groups The programmes be

divided into four broad subject
categories:

Professional, Business and
Training (doctors, laYwers,
teachers); Leisure (music, gold,
sailing); Community (lrish and

Asian); Education (languages,

management and information
technology).

The programmes will largelY

be produced by outside comPan-
ies and the service financed bY a

combination of subscriPtion
income, advertising and sPonsor-

ship
The VideoCrypt decoder,

coupled with a News Datacom
smart card, is said to Provide
secure encryption against piracy.

Recognising that most subscribers
are likely to record their selection
for viewing later, a specialfeature
of the decoder will be an auto-
matic VCR switching caPabilitY.

The VideoCrypt decoders will
be designed by Thomson Con-
sumer Electronics and manu-
factured by its Ferguson Ltd
subsidiary at Gosport Hants.
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fhe Times and The Sunday
I Times are to be the first UK

national newspapers to market
the text of a full year's issues of
both titles on a single compact
disc.

The new disc, known as
THOR, runs on a personal com-
puter equipped with a compact
disc player. Inforniation can be
located quickly with one or more
subject words and will be of
particular benefit to researchers,
academics, journalists, lawyers,
advertising agencies, librarians
and the general public.

The first disc will be available
in January 1991, and will hold
The Times and The Sunday
Times for the whole of 1990.
Every three months after that,
subscribers will automatically
receive an update disc containing
all issues of The Times and The
Sunday Times for the calendar
year to date. Also during 1991,
material for the years 1985-1989
will become available as a com-
prehensive archive is built from
The Times and Sunday Times.

The CD-ROM technology
used by THOR provides a storage
capability of the equivalent of
250,000 44 pages of dense text,
on a single, compact disc.
Powerful search facilities within
the THOR software, specially
developed by The Open Univer-
sity, guide the user to specific
stories and features, within either
a full year or a given year date
span, cross-referencing with other
subjects when necessary.

Articles are arranged in
familiar sections such as Home
and Foreign News. Business,
Sport, Obituaries and Lette.rs.
Users may search the entire
database, or may focus on a
single section THOR displays the
full text from features and articles
on the computer screen and can
then be either printed off on
paper or transferred to a separate
'Cuttings File on disc for later use.

THOR has been developed by
The Times Network Systems
Limited in association with Times
Newspapers and The Open
University.

f f space is a problem to fit a box
Ifan, Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd
has launched an axial flow fan.
The design measures 60mm
square by 15mm thick and is said
to be ideal in power supply and
computer applications, or any
piece oI electronics equipment
that needs cooling.

The sleeve bearing fan
operates from 12V DC supplies
and is said to achieve similar air
performances to thicker models
through efficient blade and rotor
design. Noise level of the

operating fan is a low 30dB(A),
typical. and 33dB(A), maximum.

Sleeve bearing fans have in
the past been accepted for
applications despite having a
shorter life compared to ball
bearing designs but providing a
clear cost advantage Now Mit-
subishi has improved sleeve
designs to match the expected life
of equivalent ball bearing designs.

Further information contact:
Mitsubisht Electric UK Ltd, Tel:
0707 276t00.

kynet Electronic has
rJlaunched a new range ol
85W open frame, switched mode
power supplies for portable
computer systems, peripherals,
robotics and instrumentation.
With a wide universal input of 96
to 260V AC, over a frequency
range of 47 to 440H2, t6e
SNP-318 series provides up to
four outputs with a maximum of
85W continuous power over a
2.7kHz bandwidth.

Pulse width modulation,
PWM, and high speed MOSFET
design, provide an efficiency of
80% or more, with low minimum
Ioad requirements Input line
filtering and thermal protection is
provided

Additional specifications in-
clude: a switching frequency of
more than 30kHz, foldback over-
load protection at 150% of full
load; and crowbar overvoltage
trip points of 6.2V +0.4V or
rated output plus 2V

For more information contact
Skynet Electronic Co Ltd, Tel:
0256-810 810.
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IMPROVED ..D" CONNECTOR

9, 15, or 25 activated Pins match
connected equiPment.

Fusible links
are blown to
customize
conductive path.

Soldered leads
link circuit
board to pins.

Resistive units
protect
adiacent links
from damage.

Junction poinis
ioin conductive
pathways.

Terminal scrervs
attach cable wire
to connector.

Circuit board contains fusible links,
protective resistors, and
multiple conductive paths.

NEWS
strteside
Special
connector
for cables
tFo couole serial communica-
I tion cables through D-type

connectors requires soldering
pins to attach cable ends. A
quicker approach uses a special
connector with screw-on ter-
minals. The connector attaches to
a circuit board composed o{

resistors and fuses, which permits
multiple current paths. Shorting
out the appropriate fuses Pro-
vides a path matching the Pin
count of the manufacturer's
device.

Called the CableMate 'D' con-
nector it supports 25, 15, and 9
pin connectors and is the same
size as standard devices It
requires no soldering and protects

from electrical noise. Possible

equipment combinations include
Modicon, Allen-Bradley, Texas

Instruments, General Electric,
Nematron, and IBM PC/NI.

Manufacturer is PC Industries
Inc , Knoxville, Tennessee.

Third wire
eliminated
A new inductive 

.proximitvFlswitch can provide either
positive or negative switching,
and is either normally open or
closed. A new circuit within a
universal DC proximity sensor
provides three-wire performance
using only two wires. The circuit
allows the proximity switch to
maintain a low voltage drop while
on and low leakage current when
off.

Call the Quadronorm prox-
imity switch, it simplifies proximity

sensor wlring and reduces parts
inventory by 75 per cent. Swit-
ches are available in four
threaded, tubular configurations
with 8, 12, 18, and 30 mm dia-
meters. Non-shielded versions
have plastic bodies and a pre-
wired cable. Sensing ranges are
up to 10 mm for shielded models
and up to 15 mm for the non-
shielded design.

Manufacturer is Efector Inc.,
Exton, Pennsylvania.

Stingrays detect electric fields
A n isolation amplifier that

Ag,r"a out a low-lever non -
distorted signal is allowing
research workers to study the
ability of stingrays to detect
electric fields. It has been used at
the Washington University
School of Medicine in a machine
that simulates the electric fields
produced by female stingrays. In
the ray, an electrochemical volt-
age exists between the mucus
membranes in its mouth and
surface membranes around its
gills. The distribution of the gill
membranes produces a complex
multi-pole field that varies in

intensity as the ray opens and
closes its mouth.

In operation, the isolation
amplifier called AD210 eliminates
signal distortion by galvanically
isolating the signal from the
power supply. It also interrupts
ground loops and leakage paths
and rejects common-mode volt-
age signals. The device features
2500V isolation, -r25 ppm/"C
gain drift, and 120d8 common-
mode rejection.

Manufacturer of the AD210 is
Analog Devices of Norwood,
Massachusetts

BBUSHLESS DC MOTOR TOOTHLESS DC MOTOR

Toothless seconds and io stop in 10 seconds

without exceeding noise levels of
60dB. In a conventional DC
motor, the rotor seeks Prelewed

brushless
dc motor
ETI FEBRUARY I991

A high-speed laboratory
I lmicro-centnluge uses a

special DC motor to accelerate
smoothly to 13300 rpm in 8

positions of minimum reluctance
across from the teeth in the
armature. This produces slot
ripple in the output torque and
makes precise positioning and
speed control dif{icult. In
addition, the effect is worse in
brushless DC motors because of
f lux leakage which opposes
current reversal in the windings
during commutation.

Removing armature teeth also
eliminates cogging and reduces
leakage flux. A patented winding
process and rare-earth magnets
have made it possible to make this
a toothless, brushless DC motor.
Motor sizes range from subfrac-
tional to 2 hp

The motor is made by Electric
Indicator Co. Inc. of Norwalk,
Connecticut, and used in a centri-
fuge made by International
Equipment Co
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Last Word on Audioparts
f am deliqhted to see the interest
Iwhlch -my letter to your
September issue has raised.

John Linslcy Hood is
unhappy that my letter implied
that his amplifier was not as good
as it could have or should have
been. Any amplifier can be
improved by better parts, but
whether it should be improved
obviously depends on the effect
of improvements on the overall
cost. If the cost is placed to high,
many people will not build it
Getting the balance right between
components and circuit design is
the skill which determines
whether the amplifier will meet
the quality the customer aspires
to at a price he can afford. There
are many people who wantto im-
prove on an already good design
(who would want to start from a
bad design?) and are prepared to
spend extra or-r achieving that
goal This is why the Virtuoso
preamp and power amp were

produced in both standard and
upgraded versions.

I am complemented by his
remark that the 'sound quality' of
any audio design is the outcome
of the skill of ... the individual
designer. I have taken my SONIC
LINK DM20 amplifierto many of
the best specialist hi-fi shops to
persuade them to sell it, yet it is
still very rarely that I have heard
any comparably priced amplifier
with 'sound quality' equal to my
own designs. I would not agree
that any one designers products
should show any family
resemblence. I have recently
completed the design of an
upgraded version of the DM20
amplifier to sell at twice the retail
price of the standard model.
Wow! Does this sound different!
If a designer's products all sound
the same, then I would suggest
that the designer is not
adventurous or resourceful
enough to seek out the

improvements in sound quality
that are there to be gained; unless
this is done for purely commercial
reasons to keep existing
customers happy

The only rational way that
sound quality can be measured is
by a listening experience Despite
the many different types of music
that people enjoy (or not), the
different aspect of performance
that they judge important, and
other factors there is a very broad
consensus of agreement on
matters of sound quality. If this
were not the case, selling hi-fi
equipment would be impossible.
Mr Linsley Hood's suggestions
that bne would need to do a
series of fairly careful instrumental
measurements to make sure that
it was not worsened by the
change' after making a com-
ponent change really made me
Iaugh. Imagine a situation at a
restaurant where someone is
asked by the waiter if he enjoyed

the food and gets out a selection
of test tubes, places samples of
the food therin, looks at the
colour of his litmus paper and
decides from that whether he
enjoyed the food. Sounds like an
idea for TV comedy sketches to
me.

Finally, I would challenge any
reader of ETI who is interested in
achieving high quality sound to
try out high quality components
and cables in their equipment and
judge the results for themselves.
Changing components can be as
rewarding as building from
scratch, and the joy gained from
hearing a greater insight into a
musical performance is one
which is well worth the effort
Graham Nalty
Audiokits, Derby.

Shifty Design Oscilloscope Safe
f have built the frequency shifter
Icircuii from Blueprint and have
got it working One of the
problems with this design is the
5Hz component in the output.
You show a band-pass filter in the
input. This will not be able to
suppress the 5Hz (sine wave
type) frequency present in the
output

I would recommend a band-
pass filter at the output of the unit
The adjustments of the pre-sets
are not difficult to make An
osilloscope helps with this.

I have drawn out stripboard
layouts for the circuits and have

made a prototype. Would you be
interested in a full project
write-up?
Peter Kunzler,
Surbiton, Surrey

We certainly are interested in the
project. Judging from the
feedback we have had from
readers on the subject of
howlround, it will be most
welcome. As most ETI readers
will know, all projects are
constructed and presented on
printed circuit board and not
stripboard.

WH,II",,{""l$:t'd:ffi!
Oscilloscopes' (ETI Dec.), I could
hardly fail to notice his continual
attempts to impress upon the
reader the dangers of working on
high tension circuitry. This is of
course sound advice, considering
even a modest current can dis-
patch the hardiest of individuals
if 'taken the wrong way'. I was
therefore horrified to see that half
way into his article, Mr Russell
recommends that the vertical
def lection control may be
checked'with a finger on the Y
input'. Even in the most trust-
worthy of instruments. there is

always the danger that a chance
fault or component breakdown
may render the inputs at line
voltage and this danger can only
be increased in the case of
antiquated and clearly faulty
equipment. As a first year medical
student who is often involved in
physiological experiments, may I
strongly recommend to all
readers that nobody should
connect themselves or any other
Iiving materialto the input of any
mains driven equipment, unless
this connection is made through
an optical isolation amplifier.
G. Bullingham,
Harleston, Norfolk.

recording of wildlife sounds, from
insects to elephants. An interest
by ydur magazine in. micro-
phones, analogue, and R-Dat
recoders, windshields, reflectors
and power packs would be
greatly appreciated.
Peter Maskens,
Hornchurch, Essex.

Thank you for your comments.
We will see what we can do for
you. It would be nice for
somebody experienced in outside
broadcast and recording to offer
handy tips on the subject. The
offer is there.-Ed.

Some people have had difficulty
in getting the Toko Coils for the
four-track cassette recorder
project. The author has a supply

- more on this next month.

Natural Sounds Tbko Coilsl
ft must be fifteen years now I
Ihave been reading your
magazine. The articles and
projects on audio subjects have
been excellent. However, they
have usually been biased towards
the indoor use of equipment.

Outdoor use is becoming
more common, particularly in the
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Bare Board
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(plus postage and VAT)
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you can get on with manufacturing your product
leaving all your control problems to us.

Greenbank

BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I,'
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"no
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BRIAN PRICE
e4r.,,- ORGAN STUDIOS
66 Ashchurch Drive, Wollaton, Nottingham NGg 2RA

Te I e p h o n e/Fa xi 0602-2g 47 66

33 years of exp.erie.nce in.high qu_alily organ and keyboard
design behind every BOHM Fraduct

NEW FROM BOHM FOR 1991
2OOOHDS SERIES ORGANS

* Latest Development of the 1000XU1030X1 Organs.
* Libraryol50SSoundsfor4SoundgroupsintheNEWHDS(HighDigitalSOUNDSystem,

* Sounds from the earlier PM system may also be used,
* Full Classical, Theatre and Combo Sounds may be loaded from Floppy Disc.
* 2 x 61 Note Keyboards, Touch.Sensitive.

r Both manual Split and have Second Touch.

r Choice of 13, 18 or 25 note Pedal Boards, Touch Sensitive.
* 256 Hhi,thms with Auto.Accompaniment,
* 32TrackSequencer.

* Al leatures fully programmable by the user or from Floppy Disc.
t NewSmallercabinet,

* New High.Fidelity Loudspeakers of Slim design.
* New Protessional Loudspeakers 200 and 400 Watts.
t Choice of Veneers for Cabinet and Loudspeakers.

Sypp!i9{ in kit form or buitt by
THE BOHM SPECIALISTS-

---J
ETI FEBRUARY I99I



ELECTRON

Fig. 1 The structure of the atom

he name 'electricity' is derived from the
Greek word for amber, which is'elektroni
The Greeks discovered that by rubbing a

piece of amber it could be made to attract
smallobjects - an experiment which has

been repeated countless times since.
The explanation lies in the way in which matter

is constructed. All materials are made of atoms; these
atoms consist of a nucleus around which a number
of electrons orbit (Figure 1). Each electron carries a
negative electric charge. The nucleus contains one or
more protons, each o{ which carries a positive electric
charge. There may also be some neutrons in the
nucleus, but as they are electrically neutral they will
play no further part in our discussion.

In a normal atom, the number of electrons orbit-
ing the nucleus is equal to the number of protons
within that nucleus. The sum of the positive charges
is therefore equal to the sum of the negative charges
and the atom is electrically b"alanced, and carries no
overall charge. If two different materials are rubbed
together, the friction generates heat, which can cause

the atoms in one material to give up electrons to the
atoms in the other material. When an atom loses one
or more electrons, it becomes positively charged,
because there are more protons than electrons.
Similarly, when an atom gains electrons, it becomes
negatively charged, since there are more electrons
than protons. A fundamentalprinciple is that a surplus
of electrons represents a negative charge, and a

deficiency of electrons represents a positive charge.
The action of rubbing two dissimilar materials

together therefore leaves one material with a positive
charge and the other with a negative charge. Which
material gives up electrons depends upon the types
of material involved.

The second important principle is that like
charges repel one another and unlike charges attract.

If two bodies are charged and suspended in close
proximity, this effect can be observed (Figure 2). If one
body carries a positive charge and the other a negative

charge, they will be attracted to each other. If both
bodies carry a charge of the same polarity, either
positive or negative, they will repel each other. The
presence of positive and negative charges on a

material is called static electricity.
When two bodies carrying opposite cfrarges are

brought into contact, electrons will move from the
negatively charged materialto the positively charged
material in an attempt to balance out the difference
in charge (Figure 3). This movement of electrons is

a flow of electric current. If the two materials started
with equal but opposite charges, then they will both
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be left electrically neutral. It is not necessary for one
body to be positive and the other negative, however

- all that is necessary is for there to be a difference
in charge between the two objects. If the two objects
started with different negative charges, they would
finish with equal negative charges, electrons flowing
from the more negative material to the less negative
material until the charges are balanced.

Conductors And Insulators
Most materials can be loosely categorized as a con-
ductor or an insulator. Within each atom of a material,
there exists a mutual attraction between the positively
charged nucleus and the negatively charged electrons

orbiting around it. The electrons in different materials
orbit at varying distances from the nucleus, and the
further away an electron is from the nucleus, the less

the force of attraction. Elechons in the outer orbits of

( a ) UNLIKE CHARGES ATTRACT

I b I LIKE CHABGES REPEL

+++++

Fig. 2 Effect of static charges.

an atom aretherelore attracted much less

than those in inner orbits.
In conductors, the outer electrons

are so loosely bound to the nucleus
that normal room heat can cause
them to leave their orbit and wander
randomly through the material. Such
electrons are called free electrons.
In an insulating material, however,
the electrons are bound much more
tightly, and a considerable amount of
energy is required to free them from
their orbit. Insulators therefore have very
f.ew fuee electrons which can conduct
electricity.

There is no perfect insulator or perfect

a

Coxwell.

NUCLEUS



Maintaining A Flour Of Current

In a regular cell, chemical action is used to
produce this potential difference (Figure 4). The
chemicals inside the cell take electrons from the
positive e negative
electrode
of the ce 

wo Poles

through , 
t"ue Pole'

. supplied by the chemicals in moving
el e the cell to generate a potentiil
di ed electro-motive force, or EMF. Both
EMF and potential difference are measured in units
called Volts, abbreviated to V in common notation.
(The symbol E is often used for EMF). The higher the
y9!ug", the greater is the force generafing a pltential
difference. A voltage is an EMF when no current flows
and a potential difference when it is.

The. actual. quantity of an electric charge is
measured in coulombs, one coulomb representin-g the
charge of billions of electrons. It is the rate at wiich
charge flows that is more commonly referred to. Thls
rate of flow is measured in Amperes (abbreviated A,
and often colloquially called amps). A current of one
ampere represents one Coulomb of electrons passing
a given point on a conductor in one second. Wn"n
written in calculations. current flow is svmbolized bu
I (the symbol C is already used for othe, prrp"sesi

There are two fundar ental requiremenis for'a
current to flow: there must be a souice of EMF and
there must be a complete loop, or circuit. for the
current to flow. An electric switch simply breaks the

conductor to prevent current flowing through the
whole loop.

Resistance

SURPLUS EI.ECTRONS GIVE
BAR A NEGATIVE CHARGE

MISSING ELECTBONS
LEAVE BLOCK WITH
A POSITIVE CHAFGE

,GAPS'ARE 
FILLED

BY ELECTRONS FROM
8AF

ALL_EL.E.CTRONS FROM THE BAR HAVE BEEN
!J_S_ED ro Frrr rHE ,cAps, 

rN rxe a!_bti]- '
LEAVING BOTH OBJECTS NEUTRAL

Fig. 3 Static discharge.

The fewer fiee electrons a material possesses, the
more it resists the flow of an electric current. Good
conductors, Iike copper, therefore have a low resis-

when heated, but few materials will decrease resis_
tance as temperature Increases up to a point.

against the increased resistance.

CONNECTING
WIRE

NEGATIVE
ELECTRODE

(HAS
SURPLUS

OF
ELECTRONSI

POSITIVE
ELECTBODE
{HAS A
DEFICIENCY
OF
ELECTRONS}

Es

Fig. 4 Chemical action in a cell.

oa
o

o
c

CURRENT = RESISTANCE =
VOLTAGE VoLTAGE

RESISTANCE CURBENT

VOLTAGE = CURRENT x RESISTANCE
Example:
lf supplied e.m.f. is 12V and resistance is 60, then

current - voltage - 12V 2A
resistance 6f2

Fig. 5 Relationship between roitag; current and
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E = VOLTAGE

I = CURBENT

R = RESISTANCE

E=lrR

l=E
B

R=E
I

M MEGA 1 ,OOO,OOO
k KtLo 1,000
m MILLI O O01
u MtcRo o 000001
n NANO O O0O0OO0O1
p Ptco o 000000000001

EXAMPLES:
1,000v = 1kv
1.000kV = 1MV
lV = 1,0O0mV
1mV = 1,000uV
0 smA = 500uA

Fig. 7 Prefixes used tol
electrical measurements.

Fig. 6 The Ohms Law Triangle.

equation may be written three ways, allowing any one
quantity to be calculated if the other two are known.

Ohm's Law is one of the most important electical
laws to memorize and understand, for it is used exten-
sively. The equation is often illustrated in the form o{
a triangle (Figure 6). By covering the unknown value,

the two remaining symbols show the formula needed
to calculate it The three equations are shown in the
diagram

Electrical Measurements
It is now a good time to look at the units of measure-
ment used in a little more detail.

When dealing with electronic circuits, it is very
often not convenient to use whole units of measure-
ment (amperes, volts, and ohms), for the values may
be many thousands or thousandths of the whole unit.
Standard prefixes are used to indicate such small or
large values (Figure 7).

The prefixes shown may be applied to any unit,
although some combinations are hardly ever used
(voltages are seldom measured in megavolts and
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resistances are seldom measured in micro-ohms, for
example). It will be seen that from one prefix to the
next there is usually a difference of 1,000. A voltage
of 1kV is equal to 1,000V and a current of 1mA is
equal to 1,000pA, for instance. There are other
prefixes to represent even larger and smaller numbers,
but the table shows the most common ones. The
ability to convert between units of measurement is a

very valuable asset, and a mathematical mind is useful
when dealing with many electrical calculations

Using the Ohmt Law formula, a common trick
to use is substituting current and resistance values. The
equation expects voltage to be measured in volts,
current to be measured in atnperes (so that a current
of 25mA should be expressed as 0.025A), and so on.
It quite often happens that one is dealing with values
of current in the milliampere range and values of
resistance in the kilo-ohm range. By simple mathe-
matics, these values can be used together (as proven
in Figure 8). Similarly, microamperes and megohms
can be used together, because each represents a

multiplication factor of 1,000,000. Great care must
be taken however, when using this technique.

Schematic Diagrams
The schematic, or circuit, diagram is used as a

graphicalrepresentation of a circuit Standard syrnbols
are employed to show each type of component, and
parts are generally numbered for reference in any
accompanying iext (see Figure 9).

The schematic does not necessarily show the
exact layout of a circuit; it is only intended to show how
the parts are connected together (an example of how
the actual layout may differ is shown in Figure 10).

AOJUSTMENT OF VALUES IN CALCULATIONS

E = lxB

lfl = S0mAandR = 2ko,then

E = I x R = 0054 x 2,O000 = l!9Y
By using mA and kO

E = lrR = 50mAr2kO = 100V

8y using uA and MO

E = I x R = 50.000uA x 0002M0 = 1q0y

Fig. 8 Adjustment of values in calculations.

It is essential to be able to read a schematic
diagram to do any sort of electrical or electronic work,
and the symbols used willbe introduced in this series
as each type of part is encountered. One very impor-
tant point to note is the way in which junctions and
crossings are shown. It is not possible to draw anything
but the simplest circuit without having to cross a line
over another. Most printed diagrams show a small dot
where a wire is connected to another, and a four-way
joint is usually drawn staggered to avoid confusion.
Notice the two different ways of showing crossing
wlres.

Note that the symbol for resistance is used to
indicate a component called a resistor, a fixed amount
of resistance inserted intentionally into the circuit.
Although all wires have a certain amount o{ resistance,
it is usually so low as to be of no consequence

Next month we examine the link between elecl
ricity and magnetism.

SCHEMATIC
DIAGRAM

{b)SYMBOLSUSED

-Jl- 

a stNGLE 6ELL REstsroR
I'

--lt-]t- 
A BATTEBY

(USED BY
SOME FOREIGN

-'l__J- 
scHEMATtC
DIAGRAMSI

LAMP I L wrREsNor

--FO!- 
(ALTERNATIVEv bVNASOL} CONNECTED

Fig. 9 Schematic diagiams.
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giving5vat2A,+24vato 25A, +1zvatO l5Aand +govatO 4A!12 OO

td 12P27
CAMERA FLASH UNITS Require a 3v DC epp! tottash !2 OO

each r€l 2P38 or 6 lor !1 0 00 E 1 OP1 Ol (ldeal muhi-llash photog-
raphy).
TELEPHONE AUTOOIALLERS. These units, when triggercd witl
auiomali@lly dial any telephone numb6r Oiginally mad6 loralarm
panels BT approved El 2 00 rol 1 2P23 (pleas state telephon€ no
req'd)
25WATTSTEREO AMPUFIER ic STKo43 With theaddition ot
a handlul olcomponenls you can hrild a 25 watt smplifier !4 OO ref
4P69 (Ciroir dia included)
MINATURE DOT MATRIX PRINTER assembly 24 cotumn sv
(similsrto RS typ€) f10 oo each El 10P92
IJNEAR POWER SUPPLY Bend new 22Ov input +5 d 3A, + 1 2
at'lA, -1 2 at 1 A Short circuit protecred Cl 2 OO rel 1 2P2 1

llAlNS FANS Snail type @nstruction Approx 4"x5" mounted on a
relal plEte for easy fixjng New tS 0O 5P166
POWERFUL IONIZER KlT. Generates 'tO timos more ions than
comredslunits! Complete kit including ca$ [18 OO ref 18P2.
mM RADIO MODULE. Only Z" squarc with f erite aei€t and tiner

Superhol Roq's PP3 baftery 11 00 ref 8D716
HIGH PESOLUnON MONITOR. g" blact and white philtipetube
in chasis mad6 lor OPD @mputor but may be sitablo for oihers
820 00 El 20P26
SURFACE MOUNT KlT. Makes a high gain snooping amplifieron
a PCB le$ thanan an inch squeE! e7 m €t 7P'l 5
SURF CE MqrNT SOLDER, ln ecyto u$ tube td€allorabow
prcject H2 m Bf 12P1E
CB CONVERTORS. Conveisa car radio inro an AM CB re@iver
C6€d with cir@it diagEm !4 00 rel 4P48
FLOPPY DISGS. Pack ol 1 5 31/2" OSDD e1 O OO ref I OPEA psck
ol 10 51/4' DSDD C5 m ret 5P168
SONC CONTROI I FD frcTOR One clck to start, two ctick ro
r6ree diretion, 3 cld( to stopl !3 00 each ref 3P137
FRESNEL l/lAGtlFYlNG LEI{S Es x s2mm !1 oo ret BDs27
bd drsplay 4 1,2 digits spplied wilh con neciion data E3 m Ef 3p77
or 5 tor !1 0 0O re{ 1 0P78
TRANSTtrTTER AND RECEIVER The* unirs rere designed
for nur call systgm and transit any ono or 16 diiter€nt @des
The tanmtd is €s€d and dGigned to hang round ih6 n@k
,12 N a pajt El 12Px
ALARM TPAI.ISI#TTEFS. No data avaliado bur nicety made
cmdex transritteE 9v op€rdion g4 0O @h ref 4P81
100tl REEL OF WttTE BELL WRE fgure I pattom ideal fd
inter@m, d@r belb etc !3 0O a @l Ef 3P't07
ULTBASOI{C UGHT This bdtery operded unit is idet tor the
sh€d etc 6 it dgtacts mwerent and tJrns a light on fora pr@ttimo
(light includ6d). Cdld be usd as a snsor in an ahrm systom
814.0O eech rel 14P8.
CLAP UGHT. This dovice tums on a tamp at a ,inger'snap, €b
e4 0O each rel 4P82
ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK K.lT. Cotains stt y@ n@d to buitd an
electronic devi€ to give a 10 lewl liqdd indi€tor e5 OO (ex cae)
raf 5P 1 94
UMVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER Tak* AA's, c's, D,s and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 bEttqies at once New and @d, mains
operated E5 00 Ef 6P36
ONE THOUSAND CABLE TIES! Tsmm x 2 4mm white nylon
cable tes only E5 m €l 5P181
HFFI SPEAKER. Full range l3l mm diametBrE ohm Gowatt63-20
khz ex@ll6nt roprduqtion !'12 00 ref 12P33

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY. 60MM X 1 65MM
(PCB size) gives +5 et 3 75A, +12 at I 5A, -12 atO 4A Brand n*
e12 0O E 12P39

VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE PSU with IEC fihercd ed(et
end porer switch e5 00 E 5P190
lN CAR POWER SUPPLY, Plugs inlo cigar $cket and giv6
3,4,5,6.7 5,9, and 12v outpuis at 800mA ComplEte with uniwEl
sFidor plug !5 m ref 5P167
CUSTOMER RETURNED swiiched mode porerwppties Mixed
tyFE, good lor spaEs q Gpai P. @ each rcl 2P292
DRILL OPERATED PUilP. Fiis arry drittand is s6ttpriming f3 oO
re{ 3P1 40
PERSONAL ATTACK ALARil, Cmdote with built in torch and
vanity mircr Pock€t szed, r€q's 3 AA batteries e 3 OO rel 3P135
POWERFUL SOI-AR CELL lAMP .45 VOLTI on! rsoo ref
5Pl 92 (other sizos avaliable in catalogue)
SOLAR PROIECT KlT. Consistsof a solar@lt. specialDC moror,
pl€sic fan and turntabl€s etc plus a 20 page b@k on $lar €nsgy I

Price is e8.00 rer 8P51.
FESISTOR PACK. 1o x 50 values (5OO resjstors) all 1/4 watt 2./o
meralflm 8500rei5P170
CAPACITOR PACK 1. 1oo assrted non otectrolytic capacitoE
!2 OO ref 2P286
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assoded eleclrotytic capacitoB e2 oo
Gl 2P2A7
OUICKCUPPA?'l2v immerslon heatorwith lead and cigartightor
plug f3 00 ref 3P92
LED PACK . 50 red leds, 50 green leds and 50 yellow teds all 5mm
f8 0O ref 8P52

12' HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. AMBER SCREEN
BEAUTIFULLY GASED NEEDS 1 2V ATlA TTL INPUT(SEP
SYNCS). e22.00 REF 22P2.

RADIO CONTROLLED CAR. Sigle chann6l R/c buggy wirh tor-
ward rdee end turn controls, olf road tyres and $spension
812 OO bl 12P40
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio @ntrottod €r
with lorward. reveGe,2 gears plus turbo Woaing headliglns
g,220o El 22P6
SUPER FAST NICAD CHARGER. Chargs 4 AA nicad's in te$
than 2 houE! Plugs into standard 13A s6ket Compl€t€ with 4 AA
nicad batteriesfl6 00 ref 1 6P6
ULTRASONIC WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM. Two untts, one
a s€nsr which plugs into a 13A sockol in the area you wish to
protect The other. a central a larm unit plugs i nto any other aocket
elsewere in the building When the snsor is tiggered (by body
movoment 6tc) the alarm eunds AdjEtable sensitiyity Pri@ psr
pair 820 00 rel 20P34 Addirional senrcrs (max 5 per alam unit)
E1100ref11P6
TOP OUAUTY MICFOPHONE. Unidirectional electrcr cs-
donsr mic 600 ohm snsitivity 1E18khz bullt in chime complete
with magnelic microphone stand and mic clip f12 m d 12P42
WASHING MACHINEPUlllP. Mainsopeated nrypump l,lorsett
piming €5 0O ct 5P18
IBM PRINTER LEAO. (D2s to centrcnics plug) 2 rerre paeltet
E5 0O rel 5P1 a5
OUIGK FIX MAINS CONNEGTOR. ldel forthe lastconnecrion of
mains equipmnt Neon indicator and colour @ded connecloE
e7 O0 rel 7Pl 8
COPPER CLAD STRIPBOARD t I'x4"ot 1,,pitch,,rero,,board
E4 00 a 6h6ol Gf 4P62 ot 2 sh*ls lot E7 @ rel 7P22
STRIP BOARD CUTflNG TOOL. E2 oo rel 2P3s2
3 1/2'di$ drive 720K epacity made by NEC e6O OO ref 6OP2
W LOUDSPEAKEFIS 5 watt magne{elf sreened 4 ohm 55 x
1 25mm e3 00 a pair r€f 3Pl 09
TV LOUDSPEAKERS. 3 watt 8 ohm magneticatty srcened 70 x
50mm !3 008 pair ref 3P106
TOROIOAL TRANSFOFMER.24v 5A €n€psutated 4,diae5 oo
ref 5P34
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R6-9
1MO

RV2
10k

811
68k

D5 .rc1d t:,

SAME AS
ABOVE TRANSMITTER

+ NOTE:
tcl : cD40106
rc2 = cD4078
D',t-5 = 1N914

PP3 --=-evl
BATTERY t

Fig.1 Circuit diagram of Transmitter

virtues.
specific

house (ie burglary). The sensors are small and
unobtrusive. Secondly there is no physical link
between these sensors and the actual bit that makes
all the noise. So the law breaker cannot turn off the
alarm by putting his foot through the sensor or
transmitting circuit after the alarm is triggered. Also
the siren can be placed well out of harms way at

another end of the room thus preventing your alarm
unit meeting a similar fate with the other foot of the
intruder.

Even the transmitting device is small in size and
so can be powered from a single PP3 battery. Also
because of the detachable nature of the sensor the
transmitter can be effectively hidden out of view. Even
if the burglar finds the transmitter he will usually take
one of two actions besides resorting to physical
violence. Firstly he might cut the sensor wires, this
action would trigger the alarm. Or secondly he might
look to disable the transmitter by turning off the power
which needs lots of time as there is no power switch.
Two types of sensors are catered for within a single
transmitter board. The first detects if a particular piece

of equipment unplugged from the mains or if the
power cord is cut, this is particlarly good for midi hi-
fis. The second detects if a particular piece of
equipment is physically moved but it is not actually
physically in contact with it. This is more usefulfor TVs

and videos.

Transmitter theory
In this section it is best to treat each of the sensors
separately and also the transmitter and receiver
sections respectively. In trying to follow the circuit's
operation it is best to glance at the schematic diagram
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Firstly the sensors detect the movement of
treasured pieces of equipment to another

efore you skip over this project summing
it up hastily as just another alarm project
just lend me your ears for the length of
the introduction This system differs from
other mainstream varieties bY iwo

shown in Figurb 3. The first of the sensors uses the
principal that a wire carrying a mains supply will act
as an aerial and so transmit a certain amount of 50Hz
signal. To pick this signal up a coil made of a series
of turns of a {ine copper wire wound around the mains

lead in question is sufficient. The returned signalis the
familiar 50Hz mains hum that audio buffs spend hours

trying to minimise, here it is
sufficient to drive a CMOS
gate. The output of this
gate will now be a
50Hz square wave.
If the mains voltage
is switched off in the
mains lead, then
this signal received
by the gate will
disappear and so give us

warning of any tampering
The second sensor is quite

simple in concept and relies
on a magnet-reedswitch
combination to sense the
displacement of your
precious video. A small
magnet, placed on the bottom
of your video provides the
required field to close a pair
oI reed contacts mounted
inconspicuously close by. lf an
intruder decides to forcefully evict
your video then the partnership
described above breaks down and the
change in state of the reed switch relays
the information to the transmitter circuit.

These sensors are linked to the main
alarm by two ultrasonic transducers. These are
analogous to a speaker and a microphone but
they operate outside the audible part of the
spectrum, around about 40kHz. To
generate signals in this circuit we used



I
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inverting schmitt triggers These devices act as normal
CMOS inverter gates but they have one major
difference, the input levels required to switch the
output are different when the input is rising. Here it
is about 5.8 volts and ciifferent again when falling,
about 4.5 volts. It is this hysteresis that allows them
to be used as oscillators. All that is needed is some
feedback provided by a resistor and some delay
provided by a capacitor. Its operation is shown in
Figure y of an be easilv
derive the 

",: z/Ri.
T em i a pure tone

to trigger the main alarm, that is other spurious
sources might give similar tones and so trigger the
alarm. To reduce the possibility of this occuring, the
output tone is modulated with a secondary tone of
about 100H2 (see Figure 5). lt is the presence of this
secondary tone that is used to trigger the alarm
The transmitter board was designed to draw small
currents so it could be driven from a single PP3 volt
battery. This would last about five months. One
solution to the problem of flat batteries is to use a
mains driven power source, eg a small one used for
Walkmans and portable stereos, and have a battery
as a backup if this is unplugged. Two simple
modifications are given in Figure 8

Receiver
Moving over to the receiver part of the project. the
almost non-existent signal is amplified and then

to remove the 40kHz. This operation is
to leave the 100H2 secondary tone intact.
any further amplification, the signal is

decoupled to remove any DC elements and then it
is rectified to give a usable DC signal. This DC signal
needs to be changed to a binary one as an alarm is
a binary device, on or off The natural choice for the
job is a comparator but this needs some form of
memory to prevent the alarm being switched off by
the burglar putting his foot through the transmitter oi

the output of the. flip/flop and
il of a relay. A simplified timing
oretical stages to produce this

binary decision (Figure 6).
The particulars of

sounder has been left to
know your particular n
supply has been include
the + 12V-0-12V regulated DC supply needed and
only needs a 12V twin secondary winding transformer
to complete it.

Three of each type of sensor is catered for on
, so to get a single ou
d to be gated. Here w
ne of the sensors is tr

sw2

a1dr. 100 u
J crg
- 22r

I
I

c21 c21

c18
1 O0u
,uu I

c2a
22r

AC IN

AC IN

GND IN

N OTE:
rc3 = 1M324
rc4 = c04013
01 3 = BC109C
REG1 = 78112
BEG2 = 79112
D6,9 = 1N914

Fig.2 Circuit diagram of Receiver and power supply

TRANSMITTEF]

TRANSISTOR
AMPLIFIEF

AMP WITH
ROLL OFF

BAND PASS
FILTER

TO
SOUN DE R

RELAY
Fig.3 Block diagram of Transmitter/Receiver

COMPARATOR
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output goes low The chain of events that follows starts

with a schmitt trigger configured as an oscillator with
an output frequency of 100H2. A diode is used to
switch this oscillator depending on the output of the
NOR gate, low is on, and high is off. This operation
is quite simple if the output of the NOR gate is high,
the diode is forward biased and so conducts, holding
the oscillator's input high. This stops any oscillation.
When the NOR's output is low, the diode is reverse
biased and leaves the oscillator to do its oscillating
The net link in the chain uses a similar technique to
modulate the 40kHz carrier with the 100H2 tone A
diode is used to switch on and off the carrier's

oscillator, which is again a simple schmitt trigger
oscillator.

HOW IT WORKS
A suitable aerial can be mad. out of fine enameJled \ /ire of about 20

turns around the mains lead m question, A small load lesistor is

required t0 make the difference sizeable between mains flowing or

not. A value of 1oul is about right. The high impedance nature ol

CMOS gates means that if this resistor is left out the gate will still

pick up stray mains signals and so think life is hunky dory when it

is not as mainsis not flowing inthe lead, The output ol this gate should

be a clean 50Hz square wave and after rectification and lurthel

bulfering this provides the neo€ssary digital signal to go to the next

stage,

The operation of the reedswitch type sensor needs llttle

explaining. When the magnet and the slritch are in close contactthen

the switch contacts close making a circuit, No frllls ate necessatY to

convertthisto a digital signal, just a pull up resistorto +V t0tiethe

input high if the circuit is broken, Mountrng the switch and practicat

operation is dealt with in the 'ln lJsd section.

5V8

4V5
------ 

Vn

Fig.4 Oscillator waveforms

Assuming there is some 40kHz signal modulated
with a 100H2 signal in the air, then this is picked up
by the receiver Two common emitter amplifiers in
series provide enough signal gain. A diode-capacitor
combination provide the first rectification. The load
resistor R17 must be carefully chosen so the low pass
filter action removes the 40kHz carrier but leaves the
100H2 signal intact. In this case the low pass frequency
chosen is about 400H2. Further ampli{icatioh by IC4a
is configured to give a high pass action with maximum
gain of 50 at 100H2, and brings his remnant signal to
well above noise levels. In order to reduce the
probability of accidental triggering, a bandpass filter
is used to remove any stray tones and is set to a

resonant frequency of 100H2
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Yet another rectification this time an active one
with a little gain finally gives a DC signal which has
sufficient discrimination between back ground signals
and the one produced by the transmitter to leave the
conditioning field. A comparator extracts this
informaton from the output signal giving a yes or no
answer to the Are you being burgled' question Once
this comparator has said yes, the D-type flip/flop
stores the information and can only be reset by closing
the reset switch

JLfLIi.l'tf1-----lt[I'1- oou,. M.DULATED
WITH 1oOHz

2OOHz PERIOD

Fig.5 Pulsed 40kHz waveform

To make this unit have independent capability,
a relay has been built in which can handle sufficient
current to drive an extremely loud air horn. The

output of the flip,/flop has not been used to switch the
relay coil directly as it would sink too much current.
Instead a transistor switch does the dirty work
providing the necessary current gain. The reverse

biased diode is there for a reason, it stops your
transistor from being destroyed. When the transistor

switches off the relay coil this self same coil tries to

keep the current flowing through it by using its
collapsing magnetic field to create very high reverse

voltage across the coil. This leads to semiconductor
breakdown and hence the reverse diode is there to

conduct this charge.

Testing
As always, firstly check power is being received by the
lC sockets belore committing them to their sockets.

This is the case for both boards. The reader will need
access to an oscilloscope as testing the 40kHz
oscillator as it can not be done by listening tests with
headphones for obvious reasons. If you are prepared

to be trusting about the 40kHz oscillator or rely on an

AC meter, then the rest of this project can be tested
by audio means and with the aid of a meter. In the
case of the transmitter board, we get the circuit in
oscillating mode by leaving all the sensors
unconnected. Now the first oscillater IC1f, should be
giving a output square wave of 100H2. This should
be modulating the second oscillator IC1e, which has

RETURNED SIGNAL
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an output frequency of
40kHz. More is said about
checking the frequency of
this in the 'Setting Uy'
section.

To test the reciever,
the transmitter board
should be left transmitting.
It is best not to point the
transducers together as this
is an unrealistic situation.
So on the test bench, point
the two transducers
directly away from each
other. The collector of Q2,
if viewed on an oscillo-
scope on high gain, should
be some periodic patches
of green fuzz (the modu-

lated 40kHz signal), and a large DC offset. On the
other side of D6, most of the green fuzz should have
gone leaving the periodic waveform. The output of
IC3a should show the amplified form o{ the input
There is no cause to panic if your periodic wave is not
in a recognisable format as the signal sent out by ihe
transmitter.

The output of the bandpass filter (lC3d), should
consist of a similar waveform and after rectification bv
D7 this should settle to an almost DC signal. Again
do not be alarmed ( no pun intended) if it is not a stable
DC signal. Check the comparator is working by
adjusting RV3 across its range so that its output is
forced to switch. This also tests the D type flip/flop
as on the positive edge of this transition the output
(0) should change to the high state and so energise
the relay. This is reset. by the switch SW2. One
problem which I encountered when building the
prototype was with the orientation of the diodes, so
be warned!

In Use
As with other alarms, the over-riding concern is
inconspicuousness The greatest thought must be
given to the positioning of the sensors and toansmitter.
The method I used for concealing thereed switches
was to drill a recess in which they were mounted flush
to the wood face of the cabinet. The connecting wires
were run similarly through the wood base to the
transmitter positioned under the base of the cabinet
(see Figure 7).

If fine copper wire is used to pick up a mains
signal then the coil and link wire can be easily
concealed. It is best to put the sensor coil high up the
mains cable so that if the burglar cuts the mains cable
in question and lives, then you are certain of the alarm
working. The connecting wires were terminated into
a block. This means if that particular sensor input was
not being used then it could be easily shorted out with
a link wire. Note this must be done if an input is not
being used so as to tie the gate to an off state.

The receiver needs access to the mains to drive
its power supply but its positioning is not to crucial as
it will be well away from the scene of the crime. It is
important to have both ultrasonic transducers facing
each other and in large rooms with not to many
objects blocking its line of vision. There is a limit to the
range of the transducers so don't try the impossible
like separating the two with bricks and mortar or
placing the receiver 4 miles down the road. Tiy many
different positions with the transmitter on and look for
maximum signalstrength in the same manner as you
did when adjusting the 40kHz oscillator.

The choice of switches for the receiver has been
left up to your discretion. The more safety conscious
of you might want to use key switches as power and

reset switches so only you have the power to switch
off the alarm. In my prototype an ordinary toggle
switch and a push switch was used as the power and
reset switch respectively. If the alarm is going to be a
permanentfixture then it might be an idea to hard wire
the mains to it. Please note that the unit was not
designed to cope with mains failures This causes two
ef{ects. Firstly, it triggers the transmitting circuit owing
to a lack of mains voltage in the leads being monitored.
Secondly the receiver will not {unction as it is mains
powered. This can be overcome by using a battery
back-up but the problem remains that you will be
woken up at the whim of the electricity boards. But
rationally speaking, it is rare that you will be burgled
at the same time as a mains failure takes place.

Construction
The logical approach applies here as with all circuits.
IC sockets were used on the proto-type and are as
always recommended. Take the usual precautions
when handling the three CMOS chips. Solder the link
wires and small components Iike resistors and diodes
first, Secondly the IC sockets and presets and finally
the regulators and capacitors.

The size of ihe transmitter is important so try to
use the smallest box that it would fit in. Remember
that the ultrasonic transducers both need free access
to open air, so help their cause by either drilling a series
of grill holes or one single large one and mounting the
transducer firmly next to it.

N OTE:
EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
MUST BE GREATER THAN 1OV

1N9'14 
I

-J 
To TRANSMITTER

9V Nicad ]

BATTERY 
I

Fig.8 Power supply options

When selecting a sounder, bare in mind that if
it requires a modest amount of current, it may be
driven from the unregulated DC power supply of the
receiver board.

Setting Up
Before connecting up the sensors to the transmitter
board the presets need to be adjusted. Firstly arrange
for a similar set-up to that given in the'Testing'section.
The first task is to adjust the 100H2 oscillator. This is
done so the modulation frequency closely matches
the resonant frequency of the bandpass as it is easier
to change the former as opposed to the latter. If an
oscilloscope is being used then adjust RV1 so the
output of IC3b is maximum or if a meter is being used
then adjust so the output of the rectifier built around
D7 is maximum.

Secondly the 40kHz oscillator has to be set. This
is done in a similar way to the previous one. RV2 is
adjusted while monitoring the output of the rectifier
built around D6 with a meter. The important
difference is that the object is to achieve a minimum
DC voltage as D6 is reverse biased.

The only other preset that requires tweaking is
RV3 this requires the transmitter and the receiver to
be placed in their most likely future position, so it is
best to consult the 'ln Use' section first. Now adjust
RV3 so the output of IC3b goes high. Turn off the

TRANSMITTER

Fig.7 Transmitter in position with electrical
appliance
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power on the transmitter and 14ake

comparator returns to the negative state

BUYLINES

sure the

The ultrasonic transducers used in this cteuit

or numbers but similar types are widely

distribution like lMaplin. Also,

for alarms encapsulated in pl

from l\4ap1in. The retay was

G2B117PV and was bought f
should oresent no oroblems.

PARTS LIST
TRANSMIITER

RESIST0RS (all /.W 5%)

R1,2,3 10M

84,5 0 7,8,9 1[/

R10

Bll
RVl

080k

08k

100k

RV2 10k

CAPACITORS

C1,2,3,6 2u2 tantalum

C4 10n polyester

C5 330p

C7 Z2uelect

C8 15n polyester

Cg 'ln disc

SEMICONDUfiORS

IC 1 CD4O1O6

tc 2 cD4078

01,2,3,4,5 1N9r4

MISCELLANEOUS

PP3 Battery Connector

U ltrasonic transmitter

RECEIVER

RESISTORS

R12

R13,14,21,27

R1i

R16

R17

R18,28

R19

100k

12k

1208

2k2

68k

2Z0k
2k7

LHF]
rlrQtir*Emr

aa

BELAY

a

a

O
z

<aEU
EO

I

E
ozl
o

o

TO RESET SWITCH

Fig.10 Component Overlay of Receiver
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R20

422,23

R24,25

R26,29

R30,31

R32

RV3

1 50k

100k

10k

15k

20k

5k6

10k

o
z

z

=oF

o-
6t
<=da
lz-<
9F

Fig.9 Component overlay of transmitter

CAPACITORS

C10 2u2 tant

C1i 2n2 polyester

C1'2 10n

C13 100n

C14JE 15n

C16 I lOu

Cll9;20 22u elect

Q21;22 ln dlsc

SEMICONDUETORS

lc3 ,',

lc4 ,

BEGz.

D6,i;99

L[/1324

c04013

BCIO9C

78112

79112

lN914

BB1 W08 Bridg Bectifier

MISCETLAHEOUS

SW4 Power switch

SW5 Reset $wit th

Ultrasonic

feceiver

Tfl1 ]2-012V 0.5A transformer



HIGH GRADE COMPONENT PARCELS
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LEDs
All shapes, sizes and

colours of LEDs. Flound ones
rectangular ones,re nd yellow ones,clear all sorts.

PARCEL 7A: 100 LEDs for 85.90 + VAT
PARCEL 78: 500 LEDs for E24.90 +

HIGHGRADE
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"ir"norcutouslv low odce.

lly intended to
pack
parcel
e- -4

- -PaRCE!1A: 20 pACKS tor e tO + VAT
PARCEL 1B: 100 pAcxS tor eisi+VAr

,,,1?'d,'Iff il::.,iii:l;fl Hyl..dTl.,,[ffi,",-=^P,:r;
Ifi a'f,1,^,.gt?;1i8;i"T""lBiJl3'.",,r,;L."jsl:x,#l:.

f,,*
worth

.. standard

o.',.f35b..1A' 
rmo+ top grade components ror tt2!+ vAT

surpnses.

PARCEL 3A: 100 lCs for t12! + VAT

TANTALUM
CAPACITORS
Artice range of tants in values up to
47yF. Lots of useful caps, and we're
not mean with the most expensive
ones. A fine selection.

PARCEL 4A: lOO TANTS for 86.80 + VAT
PARCEL 48: 500 TANTS for 829! + VAT

An exciting selection of
capacitors. There are' ceramtcs for decoupling and

_ - 
general use, polystyrenejfor high

performance circuits, dipped and -
_moulded polyesters in valuds from a few

nl- up lo 2.2yF (very expensive!), tants and
arumtntum electrolytics _ iust about anv
capacitor you'll ever need'. Don,t miss ihis
one!

PARCEL 8A:
1000 CAPACTTORS for 86.50 + VAT

RELAYS

ty
it.

You'll be back for more!

PARCEL 1 6A:
50 RELAYS for f1 2 + VAT

PARCEL 168:
200 RELAYS forf38 +VAT

TRANSISTORS
A mix of general purpose silicon
transistors, mostly bioolar NpN anrt

month - who knows? All top quality
components.

PARCEL 6A:
200 TRANSTSTORS for t7.80!+ VAT

Unit 102 SWoburn Road, Eastville, BristolBS56TT



AIR IONISERS

you sleep better, and even raise your lQ.

THE MISTRAL NR >
IONISER
The ultimate air ioniser. The Mistral has variable

ion drive, built-in ion counter and enough power to

drive live multi-point emitters with ease. lts nine

main drive stages, five secondary drives and four

booster stages give an immense 15 billion ions per

minute output - enough to fill the largest room in

a matter ol seconds.

The parls set contains everything you need to

build the Mistral: components, PCB, case, emitter

and lull instructions, lf you're keen to increase the

output still lurther, there's an optional eight-point

internal emitter set to give extra ionising capability,

and an almost silent piezo-electric ion lan to drive

the ions away frorn the emitter and into the room.

THE Q.ION
Check out the ion levels around your house. The Q'lon will measure

the output

concentrat best

etfect, and n

levels in th oves

uo and down as the Q-lon snitts lhe air in ditlerent parts ol the room.

ieadings up to 1010 ions per second, positive or negative.

Q.ION COMPLETE PARTS SET [21.16 E

( rcnltAN cAMERA
fields, auras, or just plain corona how you explain them, the etlects are strange and

r, Can you really'phoiograph the rn leaf? Can you really see energy radiating lrom

tips? Most researchers would an stions,

Our Kirlian photography sel contains everything you need to turn the Mistral into a Kirlian camera, your bedroom

or spare room into i Oartiroom, and to expose, develop and print Kirlian photographs (photographs made with high

voltige electricity instead ol light). The set includes exposure bed, satelight bulb, developing and fixing chemicals,

trays, imaging paper and lull instructions. A Mistral ioniser parts set is also required,

KIRLIAN CAMERA SET [19.78 E

Tel: (0600) 3715 LIMITED

SALES DEPT., ROOM 1OZ FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBROOK, MONMOUTH, GWENT.

* The Vanishing Smoke
Trick

Light up a cigarette and gently putl smoke

into a glass jar until the air inside is a thick,

grey smog, Carefully invert the jar over the

ioniser so that the emitter is inside. Within

seconds the smoke will vanish! This is one

ol the best demonstrations of an ioniser's

air cleaning action and with a large lar the

effect is quite dramatic,

* Tritfids

Connect a length ol wire from the ioniser

emitter to the soil in the pot ol a
houseplant, One with sharp, pointy leaves

is best, Hold your hand close to the plant

and the leaves will reach out to touch you!

ln the dark you may see a laint blue glow

around the leal tips - this works better with

some plants than with others, so lry several

different types. The plants don't obiect to

this treatment at all, by the way, and otten

seem to thrive on it.

* The Electric Handshake

Wear rubber soled shoes, Touch the

ioniser emitter tor a tew seconds until your

body is thoroughly charged up, When your

hair stands on end, that's just about

enough. Then give everyone you meet a
jolly electric handehake. Just think, you

could lose all your triends i1 a single

evening! (A meaner trick still is to charge

up a glass of water or a pint of beer, Even

your family won't speak to you atter thal!)

M|STRAL |ON|SER PARTS SET t32.66 E
INTERNAL EMITTER PARTS SET

(optional)t3.22 E
iou rnr.t (optional) tl1.27 E

the experiments either: there's the smoke trick, triflids, the living emitter,

and mbre, The Prophet can be used anyahere with a supply ot 9V to

12V DC, so don't restricl it to the car alone!

PROPHET PF3 PARTS SET T21.39 E

ORDERING
All prices include VAT

UK orders: please add 11,15 postage and packing,

Eire and overseas: please deduct VAT and add

f5,00 carriage and insurance

ACCESS
Phone 0600 3715 for immediate

attenlion lo your Access order.



GUARD
PROGRAMMABLE ELEGTRON!C LOCK KIT

of computers, burglar
alarms or cars. 0ne
4-digit sequence will oo-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm. The number of in-
correct entries allowed

YflLiiJiJf" *,*.
^Er,{\ ^-

(/mA). rdeat tor surveillance, baby
alarm etc. t6.35

SUPEB-SENSITIVE
MICBOBUG

DISCO TIGHTING KITS

XKl39 Unidirectional chaser zero
voltage switching and built-in audio
inpul ........................................ 012.95

POWER STROBE KIT

PUts, c0mp0nents,
connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. SuDDlv:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45_ 

' -

X(l24 STROBOSCOPE KIT 817.25

REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

FFONT PUTE
lmagine cont vour tohts
or ilrlching 6omto_n otyour ahch s all thecomponents lasl screw
to enable )ou lo dotus thal and fit the shail
wall box6s. Mil porer3OOW (notfluoresc
xKi32........................................._.c

xK135 TOUCH OTMMER KtT,.... .." e12

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

IR TRANSMITTER

EVERYSUNDAY
MORNING

The CI6m0 Chckfi mer Kitwhich iseas.y programn'e is ideal lor controlling any eleclrical appliances which need to beswllc set times of a darlv or weexlv basis. The clmk is mains mwFrpd rwith hrroru

]I lil yI!!ltrlslg:.pletewilh box, predriled and printed fronl panet, circuil board, componenrs
an0 IUI assemDty tnstructrons measures l6x r0xtscms.

CI6000K ClocUTimer Kit t59.95
optional Pads XXl14 RetayKit C6.90, i01 312 Retaytl.38,30t 104 9V Recharge&leBattery C5.20

ARE YOU HEATING YOUR HOUSE

ELECTBONIC WEIGHING VOICE RECORD/
PLAYBACK KIT
This simple to construct and even sim-

NECOiDLEO
voEBocEs$a

12!ltEXonY

size 
. r-sr..rnor.rr ,prrr r-;, lrt::il:'ril

825.9s

PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATUBE
CONTROTTER KIT

Uses "burst fire"
technique to

maintain
temperalure to

within 0.5"C
ldeal for

m
Maximum load 3kW (

Temoerature ranoe
Size: 7x4x2.Scms. XKl4b .

TK ELECTRONICS oRDER|NG tNFoR es |NoLUDE' VAT. Free P&P on O IUX onDl,
13 BOStOn ROad otherwise add r.1.15 omers divide
I a--r^- lrr, ^6 r total order bv 1.15 then arid P&P.Frrr^^a cetrn

ORDERS: 091-56;7 AeiO 
' 
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AeIB!
,1..F

Electronic Watering Meter
here is a need for a small simple electronic
watering meter for the visually handicapped.

There are about one million people in the UK with
some sight deficiency. As a large proportion of these
are elderlythey may alsobe'hard of hearing and have
a reduced sense of touch.

A watering meter can be made to measure the
dampness of the soil in a plant pot or in gardens giving
audible indication of soil state. Reduction in hearing
in the elderly tends to occur over 3000H2 and below
300H2 which would exclude a pulse system and
favour a tone system sine or square wave

I examined a commercial piece o{ equipment
which was based on a pulse system and found the
clicks were inaudible as was the output from the
transducter, a piezo electric crystal

This design overcomes these problems by using
an LM386 325mW power amplifier and 45mm Loud-
speaker. The sound generator consists ol a ramp
function unit which uses a resistor and the soil as the
resistive part of the charging element and a 4p7
capacitor to provide the capacitive element. A
unijunction 2N487 1 provides the discharge element
and a transistor 2N3704 buffer completes the active
components in the design in Figure 1.

The circuit was built on vero board - a good
enough system for a one off although a PCB would

be more robust. The box used for the prototype was
the size of a hearing aid although any Project Box
would do just as well. The size of this would depend
on the loudspeaker used. The lower size is governed
by getting the speaker and PP9 battery in. The upper
size by how convenient it is to hold in the hand The
ON/OFF switch is a microswitch in the original but
a push-to-make would do just as well, as the unit
should only be on when a reading is being taken.
P.D.Somerville,
West Sussex.

This new nsing system. As
any vehic inute drop in air
pressure. and sets of the
ilarm,A dlimersProvide
features to match more expensive ultra-sonic systems,
* 1 Mlcro-pressure lntruder detectlon.
* 2 Operates on all doors and tallgate.
* 3 No door swltches needed.
* 4 Automatlcally armed 1 mlnute atter leaving vehlcle.
* 5 10 second entry delay with audlble warning.
* 6 Sounds horn intermltlently tor 1 minute.
* 7 Easy flttlng - only 3 wires to connect - no holes to drlll.
* A Compacl design can be hidden below dashboard.
* 9 All solid state Power MOSFET output - no relays.

t21.75 D.t.Y. PARTS KIT t15.75

/rllcB O-PBESS URE rilG GEB lt r OD UL E
This module adds MICBO-PBESSURE sensing to any volt drop operated
alarm simply by connecting two wires across the vehicle's 12v supply

MICRO-PFESSURE TBIGGEB C14.90 D.I.Y. PARTS KIT 810.85

YOITDROP CARALAEII'
This alternative alarm uses the popular voltage drop method of triggering
Based on the timers of the micro-pressure alarm it oflers features 4 to 10
above but relies on the existing door switch operalion lor triggering,

e20.55 D.l.Y. PARTS KIT e14.55

70 7A I ElUERG T DlSCHA RCE /GN/ flOil
Our unbeatable Extended C D I system retains the contacts for easy fitting
The contacts operate at low current whilst the 12v supply is converted to 370v
lor a super power spark with improved starting, performance and economy

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHABGE IGNITION 826.25 D.I.Y. PARTS KIT 820.95

All D.l.Y. PARTS KITS include clear, easy to tollow instructions, quality
components, P,C B. and case Everything needed is included, right down to
solder and heatsink compound
All prlces now inolude post, packing and VAT on U K orders Same prices
apply to all European countries, For delivery outside Europe please add e3,

Telephone orders accepted with VISA or ACCESS payment,

Order direct (quote ref. Dl 2) or send for more delails from :-

A range of high qualily kits as supplied to leading UK security companies, all in-house designed
andproduced,nottobeconfusedwithcheapimporls Allkitsctmefullydocumentedwithconcise
assembly and setting-updetails, fibreglass PCB and all components. All transmitters arefully
tuneable and can be monitored on a normal VH F radio or tuned higher for greater security Build-
up service available if required

MTX i/licro-miniature audio transmitter 17mmx17mm 9V operation 1000m range ... el2.95
W500Hi-poweraudiotransmitter250mWoutput 20mmx40mm 912Voperation 2-3000m
range t15.95
VXT Voice activated transmitler. Variable sensitivity 20mmx6/mm, 9V operation. 1000m
range .,. ...,,,..,,.., 11895
SCRX Sub-carierscrambled audiotransmitter, Cannot be monitored without decoderlitted to
radio. 20mmx6/mm 9V operation. '1000m range . .,, , ...,..,,.., ....,...,,. 821.95

SCDM Sub-carrier decoder unit for monitoring SCRX Connects to radio earphone socket.
Providesoutputforheadphones 32mmx70mm 9-l2Voperation .,,.,,.,,..,.., e21.95

HVX400 Mains powered audiotransmitter Connectsdirectlyto240vACsupply.30mmx35mm.
500m range., . ,.., .,,..,..,......818.95

Xt89 Crystal controlled audio transmitter. High pertormance. 100mW output Supplied with xtal
lor 108MHz Othersavailableto 116MHz,85mm x2Smm.9Voperation 2-3000m range 136.95

OTXi80 Narrow band FM crystal controlled audio transmitter, 180MHz frequency Hequires
Scanner receiver orour OHX'I80 kit (see Cat) 20mm x 6-lmm 9V operation. 1000m range e39.95

TKX900Tracker/Bleepertransmitter.Transmitsconlinuousstreamotaudiopulses Variabletone
and rate. Powerful 200mW oulput 63mmx25mm, 9V operation. 2-3000m range t21.95
ATB2M icro size telephone recording i nterface Connects between telephone lines (anywhere)

andcassetterecorder.Tapeswitchesautomaticallywithuseofphone Allconversationsrecorded.
Poweredfromline 10mmx35mm,,..,,.............. ,t12,95
TLX7O0 Mitro miniature telephonetransmitter. Connectsto line (anywhere) switches on andolf
with phone use All conversations transmitted. 20mm x 20mm, Powered from line 1 000m range

'..,,,,, . , 012.95

C0600 Professional bug detec{or/locator. Variable sensitivity Multicolour bar graph readout of
signal strength with variable rate bleeper Second mode AUDIO CONFIRM distinguishes between
localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signal such as pagers, cellular etc
70mmx100mm gvoperation ,,,.., . t49.95

UKcustomerspleasesendcheques. PO'sot regislercd cash. Pleaseaddf.lS0perorder
torP&PGoodsdespalchedASAPallowinglotchequeclearance Overseascustomers
sendsterlingbankdrultor Eurocheque and add e5.00perorder lorshipment.Credilcad
otderc accepled on 0827 n4476. Trade enquiies welcome.

Send 2 xlst class stamps lot the new l99l Catalogue.
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lW present the final
part in bur electrical

,5V

,5V

SWiTCA OUTPUT OFF

tilT3T;TiTilrrrl
NECEIVED DATA FAAMES

""l]TFIGGER FOR TIMING PERIOD IC3 PIN 4

o'"o^r*oa 
orrora,aa 

",r,

Fig.21 Remote Switch Unit - Timing Details

ssembling the PCB is fairly straight
forward - though carefully-check-the
orientation of the isolating transformer
T2 (see Figure 17). As w]th the trans-
mitter PCB, it is advisable for safety

Remote Switch Unit Testing

reasons to insulate the Ie I andC2
with sleeving and manuf er for the
fuse. I again used socke

he wiring of the remote switch unit assh 23. The wiring to the plug and socketm ated.

Setting The Links And Switches
There are 4 h
determines t
(in the range 

e

vremote switch connected to the
system. Table 7A details the
link settings.

REIVTOTE C I

Connect up the remote switch unjt to the mains
nearby, Attach a digitaj meter or a ,scope to the

junction of capacitor C3 and C4. With a
plastic trimming tool, careluJly adjust the

core of the transformer T2 until the
maxlmum carrier tone is detected. This will

be somewhere in the region of gmV on a
meter, or 0.5V peak

Once you
adjustment of T2,

'i,],*

.#

&

$
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OL WITCH

,l

2

6

5

14
3

4
l5

. 22 Component for Remote Switch PCB

By careful adjustment of the variable resistor VR17,
the relay can be made to operate arrd release at
approximately 15 second intervals. This adjustment
requires a bit of patience, as at least 30 seconds have
to elapse between each adjustment.

This now completes the set up of the remote
switch. Cancelthe test on the control unit, by pressing
the'CANCEI- key. Finally leave the set up mode and
return to the normal time display, again by pressing
the'CANCEL key.

Final Assembly
Assemble the PCB and transformer in a suitable box
The plug and socket can either be mounted on the
front and back of the box with small nuts and bolts,
or alternatively, fitted to the ends of short trailing leads.

Setting Up The Timeswitch
Key functions.
Programming the various functions of the timeswitch
is done via the six control keys. Each key has a number
of different functions, depending upon the menu
shown on the display module. The basic key functions
are as follows:

The'SYSTEM SET'keys. These keys are used
together, to enter the system calibratron or remote
switch set up mode.

The ARROW'keys. These keys are used to step
through the various options shown on the display
module. When setting the time, the keys inerease or
decrease the displaged time, one count at a time. If
a key is held pressed for more than 2 seconds the
displayed time is rapidiy advanced or retarded until
the key is released The 'ENTER' key is used to
confirm a selection The 'DELETE' key is used to
cancel a selection.

ETI FEBRUARY 199I

If any key (other than the SYSTEM SET keys)
is pressed when the copyright message is showing,
the display will change to show current time. Initially
this time is set to 00:00 Monday lst January 1990.

It is probably a good idea at this stage to fit the
standby battery. This will preserve the time, and any
programs you may enter, if the power is accidentally
disconnected

Setting the Time and Date.
To set the system time and date, first press the TIME
SET (DOWN ARROW) key to enterthe time setting
mode. The display will change to the hours and
minutes, with the hours shown between two arrow
syn.bols. These arrows indicate the part of the display
which is being edited at the moment i.e. the hours.
Press either of the ARROW keys to change the hours
display to the current time. Note that holding an
ARROW key pressed for more than 2 seconds will
cause the display to advance rapidly.

When the correct hours is shown in the display,
press the ENTER kev. This will confirm the hours
setting, and move the indicating arrows on the display
to the minutes display Set the minutes to the correct
time, again using the ARROW keys. Press the ENTER
key.

Carry on setting the DAY DATE, MONTH and
YEAR in the same way, using the ARROW keys to
select the choice and the ENTER key to confirm the
choice. After the year has been set, and the ENTER
key pressed, the display willrevert to the normaltime
display. Note that it is possible to set a non existent
date, (30th February). The systern will automatically
correct this at midnight - making the next day the
1st of March.

code option (Cnt Code) The control unit will now
send a continuous stream of control codes to the
remote switch unit. Monitor pin 17 of IC2. It should
be [ow. If this is not the case, the setting of ihe DIL
switches and links LK9 to LK12 may not agree with
the setting input into the control unit software

When this test proves satisfactory, cancel the test
with the 'CANCEL key Then select the third test.
transmit ON and OFF (XON/OFF) on the control
unit. This time the control unit sends alternate 'ON'
and 'OFF' control signals to the remote switch unit

The Initial Power Up.
When power is first connected to the timeswitch unit,
it performs various self checks. If these checks are
satisfactory the display shows a continuously scrolling
copyright message. It is only at this point in the
program that entry can be made to the calibrate mode
(by pressing both SYSTEM SET keys together).
Assuming that calibration of the system has been
comp)eted successfully as described earlier in the text,
there should be no further need to enter the calibrate
mode
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Displaying the Seconds.
To change the display mode from the normaltime and

nearest minute. fb return to the normal display mode,
again press the DISPLAY SECONDS (Up AitROW)
key.

Progra
There a am to
choose h will
turn an output ON and then OFF at a fixed time.

Programming Fixed Programs.

key.

the ENTER key will return the display to the normal
time display mode. A switching opeiation has now
been programmed.

very similar to
'UNTIL times

minuies for each random period. (lf the number of
random periods is set to 5, the time interval between
start and stop times must be a minimum of 5 x 10
minutes - 50 minutes). If the time interval is set to
less than this, an the program
execution is atte wiil then be
automatically de y.

p_igptaying The Switching
Programs
fo_dlsqlgy !he switching programs. press the DISPLAY
PROGRAM (ENTER) key to entlr the display pro-
gram mode. The display will then show ,Show All
Oata?'l!.e ARROW keys can be used to change this
option. The three choices are:
o Show All Date This will display all the switching
programs.
a Show One Day. This will display only programs
for one selected day
o Show One Output. Thiswill displayprogramsfor
one selected output number.

. Select the desired option, and press the enter
key. Choose the specified day or output if required,
again using the ARROW keys. Confirm wiih the
ENTER key.

. The first program in the memory is now found
and displayed. using the ARROW kevs, the disnlau
can be scrolled left or right to reai the varioui
parameters of the program To select the next
program, press the ENTER key Once the last
program has been displayed. the display will revert to
the normal display.

No USE

1O SWITCH OFF
1 1 SWTTCH ON
12 LED _VE
13 tED +VE
14 24OV AC NEUTBAL TO TRANSFORMERl5 240V AC EAHTH TO AppLtANCE TSOCKET)

Fig. 23 Remote Switch Unit Wiring

Table 6 lC Voltage Supplies

lC Number +5V PIN OV PIN

2

3

4

5

b

7

8

I

8

8

14

1'l

28

24

20
14

1

1

7

29
14

12

10

7

VALUE

LINK Number

v
8

11 10 I
14 2

Note: 0 LINK fitted
I - LtNK litted

Examole - Security Code = l0 = g+2
,. Fit LINKS I and g miss out LINKS 12 and 10

Table 7a Security Code value

Note 1t 0= Switch operated

1= Switch normal
Note 2: Switch 8 always operaled
Example:SwitchingunitNumber23 = 16 + 4 + 2 + l
', 0perate switches 8,7,6,4 leave switches S,3,2,,1 normal,

Table 7b Switching unit number

VALUE
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Delete A Program
To delete a program, first display the program to be
deleted, as explained above Press the CANCEL key,

the display will then show 'ENT to Delete'. Press the
ENTER key to delete the program, or press the
CANCEL key again io revert to the display a program
mode.

System Errors
lf the software program detects an error whilst
executing a program, the display will show an error
message instead of the normal time display. The
timeswitch will still continue to function normally.
however the program which caused the error will
either be ignored or deleted automatically

There are four error displays. The first two.
'Tiansmit Queue Full' and Job Queue FulL'. occur
when more than 16 switching operations are

requested to be performed in any one minute The
first 16 operations are processed norma[1y, any
remainder are ignored

The third error is 'Memory Full' This can occur
either when you attempt to insert more than 255
programs in the system, or during a random program
operation, when the totalnumber of programs stored
would exceed 255

The final error display, 'Short Period. occurs
during random program operation. when the time
interval between the start and stop times is insufficient
to allow the specified number of switching periods to
be executed. (i.e 10 minutes must be allowed for each
random period). If this error occurs, the program
which caused the error is automatically deleted from
the memory

Once an error has occurred, the display will
continue to show the error until the ENTER key is

pressed The disptay will then revert to the normal
time display mode

Power Failure
If mains power failure occurs, the iimeswitch is no
longer able to control the remote swiiching units.
However by using the standby battery the current time
and all the stored programs are preserved in the
memory. The current states of all the remote switches
at the instant of power failure is also stored in the
memory. This record is updated whenever a switching
operation should have been per{ormed.

Once the power is restored, the control unit waits
for 30 seconds, then checks through its memory for
any remote switch unit which should be in the ON
state. It ihen sends out a series of control signals, to
sei each remote switch to its correct state This
operation can take up to 50 seconds, after which the
timeswitch resumes normal operation

Alternative System Configuration
It is possible to replace the mains transmission link with
either a directly wired connection or another trans-
mission system, such as ultrasonic or radio. Figure 24
shows how this may be done.

The unused outputs from lC8 may be wired as

shown in Figure 25. This will allow direct control of
up to 7 switching relays The operation of these relays
is controlled by outputs 0 to 6 in the software program
(See table 8.)

Reference
The following reference material has been used in the
preparation o{ this project:
Date sheets - EPSOM EA-D LCD displays. EPSOM
(UK) Ltd Tel. 01902 8892
Data sheets - UM3750 encoderr/decoder. Maplin
Electronics Tel 0702 554151
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280 - Machine Language Programming Made
Simple For Programming. your Sinclair. Melbourne
House Publishers.
A free copy ol the Hex dump program is available for
constructors by sending an SAE to ETI.

PARTS LIST

REMOTE SWIrcH PEB

RESlSTORS]all %W 5%i
81,10 100k

R2,3,7 rok

47k

15k

4k7

lk
20k

56k

22k

R46
R5

R8,9,11,12

813,14,15

816

Hr7

818

RV17

CAPACIT0BS .' , :.'. ., .::

C12 22On 25OV AC working 12 offl lin

ra

c4,8,10,11

C5

Lb
LI
C9

100k (horizontal mln presetl

JR350)

47n polyester '.

100n disc ceramic

10n disc ceramic

22Qrl25V etect

1n disc ceramic , ,

10p/25V eteqi ,'

SEMICONDUCTOBS

D1

02,3,4,5,6

1ilS14

1N4001

012,3,4,s,6 8C108 ,

tcl 7

tcz U aptin u(l7J)
tc3 7

LED 5 ''

MISCELLANEOUS

T1

12

F/S

lC sockets

SWl-SW8

SW9

HELPY

LED Clip

Fuse Clips {2 oft}

B0x

100mA

10A miniture mains lela 
gqpliq,lx9TF):

ABS2005 146 x 76x46mm tMiplil LHE1EI

BUYLINES
AprogramrnedEPB0M pftegiq

postag€ andpacking. S Bwton
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SW TCH

16

REMOTE

tc2

tF-lt

I uLr HAwNru 
Ilt

Fig. 24 Alternative Systems

Fig. 25 Directly wired output

0utput
Number

tc8
0utput PIN

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

16

15

12

I
6

5
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Table 8 ICB Outputs
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hen we looked at voltage
measurement of analogue signals,
we saw that there were two types
of values to be measured: constant
(DC measurements) and time-

varying (AC) signals, and that different approaches
and equipment are used for each. Let us look at these
in turn in the context of digital signals, to see how the
techniques and equipment compare.

Constant analogue signals can exhibit any value
between a delined maximum and a defined mini-
mum: the range of intermediate absolute values is
infinite. A meter with high resolution is thus required,
typically with a resolution of at least 1%. Constant
digital signals exhibit two (or at most, three) ranges
of values where the range is the important factor and
the absolute value within that range is relatively
unimportant. This is shown in Figure 1. The significant
choices in digital testing are: HIGH, LOW UNDE-
FINED. A beneficial consequence of this is that voltage
readings may be made with much lower resolution in
digital systems than in analogue. Static (DC) logic

Fig. 2 Three stato logic indicator (TTLI.

signals can be monitored using equipment as crude
as a little lamp: on : high, off = low. A slightly more
sophisticated version is given in Figure 2. This circuit
provides a full logic indication for TTL: valid HIGH,
valid LOW and UNDEFINED (or TRI-STAIE OFF).
It actually consists of two indicators. The first uses an
NPN transistor in common collector mode (collector
to V+) as a switch providing current to an LED. As
the emitter is offset from GND by the combined V1 oI
the LED and the rectifier diode (total about 2.4V), the
NPN transistor will only conduct significantly when
its base is raised to about + 3V with respect to GND
(V*eo * Vro,oo. * V5"xpp), which indicates a
thoroughly acceptable TTL logic HIGH. The second
indicator consists of a PNP transistor, also in common
collector mode (collector to GND). This transistor
conducts when its base is more NEGATIVE when V+

TESTIIYG TESTII{G
ANALOGUE SIGNAL

DIGITAL HIGH STATE
MINIMUM

DIGITAL UNDEFINEO
STATE

Fig. 1 Analogue and digital signal comparison.

by the sa (about 3V). The Iogic LOW
threshold I thus depend on the supply
voltage, a TTL LOW V+ should be in
the region of 3.5V to accomplish a logic LOW
indication of about 0.5V This is accomplished by a
suitable supply voltage regulator, which should be an
adjustable one (set on test), as Vrro varies quite a lot
with batch and LED current. There is of course, a
range of voltages between +0.5V and +3V (unde-
fined logic state for TTL) where neither transistor is
in significant conduction, and this is indicated bv both
LEDs off. As both transistors are never on at the same
time, they can share a common input resistor.

This is fine for static logic levels, but most real-
world, interesting signals are time-varying, both in
analogue and in digital systems. In the analogue
context, the oscilloscope is used to display a waveform
(graph of voltage vs. time) and the display is locked
on the screen by triggering the 'scope trace at a
critical voltage threshold which is guaranteed to
occur only occasionally in the waveform,

This approach cannot possibly work for us when
displaying digital signals, as ALL LEGAL SIGNALS
SWING BETWEEN THE SAME VOLIAGES. There
willthus be no unique voltage level in the signal which
can be used as a trigger threshold in the familiar
(analogue) sense. To lock a digital signal on the'scope
screen, we have to find some other approach. The
most obvious theoretical starting point is that in
dynamic digital systems, events tend to happen in
sequential cascade: a signalsomewhere near the start
of the circuit initiates another event, which initiates the
next, and so on through the system (Figure 3). lf we
could find the first event and use it as the 'scope trigger,
we could lock onto an image of what follows. This is
perfectly true, but (as usual) in the real world, things
are not always quite so simple.

A basic assumption in the majority of sequential
logic systems is that the fastest signals are at the input
end. Clocked elements generally perform as divider
stages which reduce signalrate, so outputs tend to be
slower than inputs. In a repetitive system such as a
simple counter chip (counts 0 to 15 and back to 0) it
is therefore possible to trigger the 'scope from the
slowest signal in the system, e.g. the ripple carry or
overflow output of the chip, and display the input or
other signals which occur on the {ollowing system
cycle.

Unfortunately, this approach breaks down when
the system under test has a random or very long
sequence, which is a very common situation, parti-
cularly when microprocessor systems are being
investigated. Under these conditions, the event you
wish to observe may be so long after the available
trigger signal (derived from a single output of the
circuit) that it does not occur during the'scope sweep
time. We have to look for a technique which will allow
for this. The basic approach is to trigger the system

Fig. 3 Typical sequential logic system.
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A=B=C=D = 0

Y=Ar/B+ A1B
ABYoo0
101
011
1',I 0

Fig. 4 Various logic combinations'

A:D:O
B=C = 1

from a set of simultaneous inputs which only coincide

occasionallY.
The ordinary analogue'scope is not suitable for

among us spend lots of loot on Logic Analysers What

wouldle nice, is some kind of add-on to the ordinary

but the complex channel el

always effectivelY it, though t
very expensive a coPes with

channels.
The large number of input channels of the logic

analyser allows us to implement our ideal method of
events. [-et us continue to
(4 bit) counter chiP for the

nice to disPlaY a 'scoPe trace

starting from, shall we say, the all-zeros state of the

counter. The trigger event would then correspond io

the logical AND of four LOW sign counter
outputs (0000b). A four input posi OR gate

would be the best device to pick ofl r (Figure

4a). Now let's say we wanted to irigger our 'scope

when the counter outputs stood at 6. The required
combination would be the logicril AND o{ 0110b,

which would require quite a different gating circuit
(Figure 4b). For every different TRIGGER WORD we

would require a totally different logic circuit.

ETI FEBRUARY I99I

Obviously, although our principle is good, we need

a moie versatile implementation than simple

INVERT/AND gating. The device which comes to our

aid is the exclusive or gate (XOR) (Figure 4c)' The

truth table shows that the output is 1 when the inputs

are different and 0 when they are the same' Our signal

is applied to one input, and the other is used for

control. It wjllbe obvious, particularly in very wide (eg

the signa taken

LOW. th signal

input is If we

conneci signal

input, they will
and the gate ou
implies negatlV
of the other tw
control LOW, signal LOW, outPut LOW.

control HIGH, signal HIGH' output LOW'

This little gadget alone (with suitable signal

give us very much of the information available' Our

iext task isio see how we can display more than this'

k, which
phase is
a disable
supPlies

I-iI
Efi
EJ3
r-3
ffi
[-ffi

ffi

35

Fig. 5 Trigger selector (3 inputs shown)'



Fig. 6 Logic analyser acquisition system.

TRACE COUNTER

7 Logic analyser trace generator for

sequential addresses to a RAM chip. The logic levels
appearing at the chip data inputs are latcheJ into the
chip by the clock signal (de say, a master
clock which drives the circuit and the same
clock then advances the cou the next RAM

The display phase of the operation is a little more
comp_licated, and depends on the display device in
use. If the captured data were sent to a micro_
computer, the digitalinformation would be read inio
a port, and software graphics commands used to draw
traces on the screen. The 'scope needs a different
approach. The basis of it is the method by which the
single electron gun displays two traces on the screen.

gives the impression of two simu ltaneous contin uous
traces. The differentially in
the vertical t voltage adied
to each by it is displayed.
Now, there tem should not

a convenient display. This is surprisingly simple, as
shown in Figure 7. We allow the RAM ajdress counter
to run continuously, so that the RAM presents all our
channels of date as serial bit streams on its data
outputs. The RAM address counter ple
carry) enables the channel multipl to
advance, and the same counter driv lch
generates the vertical channel offset. The DAC data

TRIGGER TO
SCOPE (EXT TRIGI

analogue'scope.
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,Paul Freeman takes
',,sideways look at
,,extncting enerry
',from waste

a he idea oftaking energy
from waste suggests
there is a fundamental
fault in our manufactur-
ing and industrial base.

For it causes us to state the obvious;
the waste should notbe there in the
first place. [eaving essential pack-
aging aside, for nobody wants to
receive damaged goods, the vast
majority of operational processes
create unwanted products. But to
demand that this should not
happen is not easy. The laws of
physics state that no such machine
or useful energy convertor can
boast of being 100% efficient,
meaning you never get as much
out as you put in. We can try to
minimise the waste by making our
machines as efficient as we possibly
can, thereby cutting the cost of
consumed energy and reducing
the waste that nobody wants

Daily waste products have in-
creased dramatically over the last
thirty years for a variety of reasons
and is fast becoming a big problem.
Products have been manufacture-
red without any regard to the effect
that the excess waste packaging has
on the environment which has
given us the problems arising today.

INSULATED TANK

Fig. 1 Collecting hot watei waste from baths, showers, washing
machines and dish washers for removal of the heat befori it
goes down the drain

Consumer pressure resulting from media aware-
ness has forced manufacturers to bow td consumer
demand. Conservation is now treated as a resource

Bio-technolog our
problems in the fut aper
ever increasing, whi aste,
wood farms might s until
the demand on the wood industry levels out. This

.greatly benefit from
quick-growing trees
rms could be placed
s energy and water

So what are the real practical alternatives and
what can we do at home to make use of the energy

in discarded waste apart {rom recycling bottles foi

Just consider how much hot or warm water we
quite casually discard down the drain without a

thought of the usefulness it could be to us.
1kg of water will release 4200Joules of energy

the community.

Liquid Waste

seconds.. You probably remember that
from your school

Physics kjsson, but
something that perhaps

is not commonly known
is that water holds far

mor€ energy than most
other substances for

every kilogramme
and every degree.

whel i! drops by 1 Celcius. That is equivalent to"a
single bar electric fire being run for just over 4
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It needs a lot of energy to bring it to the boiMn
fact, water is a most peculiar substance. According to

other similar chemical substances, it shoud be a gas

at room temperature. Thank goodness it isn't.

One way to extract the heat from water and thus

deprive the rats in the sewer of a nice warm bath is

to store it in a central site at ground level (Figure 1),

All hot water wastes from baths showers, sinks

washing machines and dishwashers, could be fed into
the tank. If space is at a premium it could bei an idea
to build the storage tanks around the bath if space

permits with control electronics to discharge the water
at room temperature down the drain. If the tank is

within the house, heat can be extracted naturally
through the use of cooling fins or if heat is to be

removed more quickly, a heat exchanger could be

installed. The natural place for an insulated tank with
heat exchanger is at ground level so all hot outlets can

be gravity fed.
Cooling water down from a bath from say 60

Celcuis to 10 Celcius could extract about 42MJ of

energy This is the equivalent of the 1kw fire on for
700 minutes

A heat exchanger could be the basis for a warm
air ducting system in the house, taking in the cooler
air and returning warm.

Another serious consideration in these days of
changable climatic conditions is whether the tvater is

discharged into the sewer anyway. In the summer
months when the garden is dry, the cooled water

could drain out through a divertor valve under gravity

or pumped into leaky ground pipes to water your prize

plants (Figure 2). Control electronics would detect a

preset water temperature from a thermal probe and
open a valve to discharge the water into the sewer or

on to the garden. (Here is a nice liitle practical

electronics project for readers to put together {or
publication in ETI)

Solid Wastes
For years now domestic household waste has been

dumped in Land-fill sites and covered over when it's

full without any regard for collective problems that

arise as a result of mass indiscriminate dumping. The
problem of 'leeching' is a very serious one if the site
was not lined in the first place. Rainfall washes through
the site and deposits toxic chemicals into underground
water channels that eventually build up concentra-
tions in our drinking water.

Organic waste products produce gas on these
tips. The mixture of methane and carbon dioxide
eventually finds its way up to the top and escapes. A
few landfillsites once finished have had this resource
tapped to power local machinery either on the site or
close to This controlled method of drilling into the
rubbish to release and use the gas is by far the safest
thing to do, otherwise if left, methane has been known
to build up just below the surface providing a real risk
of explosion, particularly i{ houses have been built on
old sites

Some new dumping sites have been prepared
by lining the hole with plastic sheet. This prevents
leeching and ensures that the eventual gas supply,
once tapped can only come out of the bored hole

Mixed solid wastes are more of a problem and
becomes an expensive exercise when a substantial
investment has to be made in sorting machinery.
Whilst this cannot be avoided, it can at least be

reduced by pre-sorting our rubbjsh at source. This is

not common practice in Britain as yet but the time may
be coming when commercial, environmental and
even legal pressures willrequire us to do so. We might
start by returning to incentive schemes Large scale
producers of waste like hotels or industry could gain
a reduction in their business rate if they adopt such
a policy. They could also benefit from lower energy
bills after a payback period on bought treatment plants
to recycle waste and ,/or Combined Heat and Power
units. CHP not only provides much needed heat and
electricity but can also benefit from exported electricity
to the National Grid sold on the open market (See ETI
May 90). Incentives should also apply to the individual
like guaranteed cash return for collected glass bottles.

Sadly, Britain lags behind many countries in the
recycling stakes. Holland has three bins for collecting
glass, metal and the rest of the rubbish. The effort

Q HOr AIR our

HOT WATER IN

DIVEHTOR VALVE

MOTOR

Fig. 2 Lagged storage tank and heat exchanger
with divertor valve for optional distribution
of low temperature watel
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involved in taking your sorted rubbish to specialised
skips is too much to bear for a lot of Britains so it might
make sense to sort right at the point of disposal. Future
Utility rooms in modern houses might have a hi-tech
disposal unit that ends up with three or more shutes
for waste materials, bagged and ready for collection.
For those with a really lazy disposition, a single chute,
for all waste could be available with electronic sorting.

Rubbish treatment is a complex and at present
somewhat expensive op€ration to sort completely
mixed rubbish into its component parts IF the vast

majority of household rubbish has already been sorted
and then collected, the cost of reprocessing could be
reduced. Reprocessed bio-fuels are created at some
plants by pelleting the burnable waste and bagging it.
The heat or calorific value of pelleted waste is only
about half that of coal and so would require a greater
storage volume. Burning the rccycled fuel in a more
efficient manner will go some way to compensate for
this difference. Sulphurous emissions are also below
lO% oI the emissions from coal.

Incineration of household waste is a contentious
issue. Whilst providing heat for nearby housing estates
and generating electric power is an arguement for
conservation and recycling energy, it still can produce
plenty of airborn pollutants if not dealt with in the
proper way. There have been many complaints over
smells, and sooty smuts landing everywhere resulting
from low temperature burning. Even more worrying
are the toxic gases ihat are colourless and odourless.
Again these can be dealt with if incinerated a higher
temperatures.

So rnuch for conflagration of waste, but what
about less violent methods of treating rubbish?

Biological activity has very often been neglected
in the part it can play to reclaim some of the suns
energy Getting rid of garden refuse is now considered
to be a weekend chore in todays urban garden, with
miriads of journeys to take the garden clippings to the

dump. Your {riendly dustman will not take such things.
So in view of the all-embracing tiny garden, where
having a bonfire can be antisocial and dangerous, an
alternative might be to shred up the twigs, branches,
leaves and household organic waste for quick com-
posting to redistribute back on the land. This is the
natural way to put back energy into the soil. Another
alternative, if there is a big pile of waste chippings {rom
lopped branches is to make use of the liberated heat
generated inside. Useful heat can be extracted from
generated inside from the moist pile of chippings by
embedding a copper water pipe in the form of a coil
or layered zig-zagging throughout the body of the
heap (Figure 3). The greater the metallic surface area
the water can pass through using as long a pipe as
posible with heat conducting fins, the hotter will be
the outcoming water. When all the heat energy has
been extracted, the pile can be composted and fresh
waste can be added.

Another area that might be considered is the use
of chemical enhancement of bio-degredation, extract-
ing the heat at a faster rate and producing a valuable
by-product called wood alcohol or methylated spirits.
There is a huge potential market for methanol as it has
been shown that a car engine can run on this, the most
simple of alcohols. A point to bear in mind here is
firstly the expense of the chemical used might defeat
the object of the exercise and an excess of any reactive
compound be it organic or otherwise might produce
unwanted pollution.

During the war and for many years after, another
collecting system was in operation. The Rag-and-
Bone man would principally give you a smallfinancial
return for unwanted garments or rags. The recycled
rags were used mainly for the manufacture of good
quality paper when combined with wood pulp. This
trading died in the late sixties as we entered the throw-
away age, The fact remains in the 90s, old clothes just
go to the scrap heap. lf you are a caligrapher and
handy with quil or ink pen you might have tried to
make your own paper or parchment from rags.

Gaseous Waste
Domestically speaking, loosing a lot of hot air is indeed
a problem unless arguements prevail in the house-
hold. The retention of warm air in the house has been
greatly discussed over the years by the usage of
insulation and it we will not delve into it further.

The principal source of hot gas waste is from gas-
fire boilers and realgrate fires. Great efforts have been
made over the years by boiler manufacturers to
improve the efficiency of such machines and it is true
to say the waste heat output has been vastly reduced.
But the real test is whether you consider the heat
output could be reduced Could the output benefit
from a heat exchanger to lower the temperature of
output flue gases without impeding the flow of burnt
gases from the boiler? The same goes for open fires,
the chimney lining and brick acts as a storage radiator
throughout the use of the fire. Heat is slowly lost to
the chimney cavity and out the top. Could a heat
exchanger be used in the chimney breast to remove
the waste heat by warming cool air from the room on
one side and passing it out on the other? A difference
in temperature and therefore pressure is required to
get air to move in the first place.The greater the
differences, the greater the movement of air will be.

Space has not permitted us to go further but the
ideas presented here are intended as a guide to
stimulate further thought and by taking a sideways
look at the problem may cause technology to leap
ahead by three paces instead of the developmental
one.

PIPEWORK WITH
ADDED COPPER FINS
TO COLLECT THE HEAT

WOOD CHIPPINGS

LAYEREO ZIG-ZAG
PIPEWORK

Fig.3 Experimental woodchip pile providing hot watel



For thousands upon
thousands ofyears our
planet has sustained a
rich diversity oflife.
Now, one single
species - hutnankind -
is putting the Earth at
risk.

People the world over
are suffering the
effects ofpollution,
deforestation and
radiation. Species are
disappearing at a
terrifring rate. The
warrning of the
atrnosphere threatens
us all with devastating
changes in clirnate and
food production.

But it needn't be like this - we know enough to reverse the darnage, and to
rrranage the Earth's wealth more fairly and sustainably. But the political will to
bring about such a transformation is still lacking.

The Earth needs all the friends it can get.
And it needs theln now.
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Fig. 1 The 'Taboo' channels which cannot normally provide extra services for either NTSC or ATV

lames Archer
reports on the

American approach
to High Definition

TV

arge numbers of viewers in the United
States of America already have a choice
of twenty to thirty different television pro-
gramme channels available to them, from
cable distribution systems and off-air

receivers. For this reason there has not been the
commercial pressure towards direct-to-home satellite
broadcasting introduced in other parts of the world,

With the large number of channels already avail-
able it is no surprise there is currently no real demand
for direct to home satellite broadcasting in the USA.
This is surprising as US viewers were the first in the

world to install 'backyard'dishes to eavesdrop on the
output of distribution satellites carrying programming
intended for cable operators. The satellite route to
HDTV therefore seems an unlikely way of bringing
improved quality television pictures to the USA, and
it is not surprising the emphasis in the USA has been
different. This, has led the Americans to seek ways
of providing higher quality and widescreen pictures
over their existing terrestrial networks, both off-air and
cabled Rather than use the terms HDTV or EDTV
American broadcasters prefer the more generic term
AfV,Advanced Television, and this has been defined
as a collective term embracing IDTV (lmproved
Definition TV), EDTV (Enhanced Definition TV) and
HDTV

ln 1983 the Advanced klevision Systems
Commjttee (ATSC) was formed from manufacturers,
broadcasters, cable and satellite operators. and the
film industry, with the aim of coordinating and
developing voluntary national standards for
Advanced Television Systems. The work of this group
has covered both studio production and transmission.

The major American requirement is to provide
enhanced and higher definition pictures in a way that
is as completely compatibJe with existing receivers.

All television broadcasting in the USA is
regulated by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC). and in 1987 they formed an Advisory
Committee regarding an Advanced Television Service
(ACATS)

The FCC said it must be compatible with existing
NTSC standard receivers, or must provide for the
existing standard transmissions to be duplicated on
another channel.Existing viewers must be able to
continue to watch and no existing sets should be made
obsolete. The FCC also said that any additional
spectrum, required for Advanced Television services
must be found in the existing VHF and UHF television
broadcast bands This could prove difficult to
implement in many areas without interference being
caused to existing transmissions

Studies are continuing to see how spectrum
usage might be improved by rearranging some exist-

NTSC INFORMATION INTEBLEAVED
WITH EXTRA ENHANCEMENTS WHICH
CAN BE USED BY AN ATV FECEIVER

I a , PROVIOE AN NTSC COMPATIBLE SERVTCE WtTHtN
THE STANDABO 6MHz BANOWIOTH OF THE NOBMAL CHANNEL

+

b ) UTILISE AN EXTHA 3MHz CHANNEL ADDITIONAL TO THE
ExISTING 6MHz CHANNEL, TO CARRY AN AUGMENTATTON StcNAL

Fig. 2 The four main Spectrum usage options for ATV
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ing allocations, r new TVs

selectivity and b ence rejec

would make it use Prev
channels owing to interference.

A TV transmitter network generally consists of

a large number of different transmitting stations

situated around the country, and since the amount

of radio-frequency spectrum that is allocated to

television broadcasting is invariably restricted, several

transmitters in different locations have to share the

same channels. If transmitters are far enough apart

certain distance of another transmitter.

Overcoming The Taboos
The FCC has had an improved per{ormance experi-

mental TV specially built. This receiver has high

caref ullY filter circuitrY

, and sPecial have been taken
he local osc ion. The results

suggest that if future receivers are built in this way all

the taboo channels might be usable for AfV but could

take a considerable number of years to phase out older
poor quality receivers

The spectrum usage oPtions for ATV
The ruie for ATV spectrum usage. laid down by the

FCC was that no system would be allowed to use

more than an extra 6MHz of bandwidth on top of the

6MHz already used by normal NTSC signals' Four

alternative methods by which AIV might be introuced

were suggested bY the FCC:
O Provide an NTSC compatible AIV service within

the standard 6MHz of the normal6MHz channel This

might sound impossib
nothing'but it must be r
system does have a great

there are techniques
practicable.
a Utilise an extra 3MHz channel additional to the

existing 6MHz channel, to carry an augmentation

signal.j Utllise an extra 6MHz channel additional to the

existing 6MHz channel, as an augmentation signal'

a Utilise an extra 6MHz channel to carry a non-

compatible AIV signal, simultaneously broadcasting

the iame programmes in NTSC on the standard

6MHz channel.
There are various other features to be considered

if the three possible systems using augmentation

channels are used The simplestform of augmentation
e one w itional sPectrum
to the n um allocation of

station. not alwaYs be

possible, if the optimum use of the spectrum is to be

made, and even if they are, it is likely much of the

present broadcast sPectrum
ganised and reallocated first.
augment UHF television sta

uencies in the UHF band, an

tation channels for VHF stations. It could involve more

both transmitters and receivers if the

channel had to be in a different band
channel, saY VHF augmentation with

a UHF station. This is by no means impossible, and

is one scenerio being considered.
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FBEOUENCY

TRANSMITTER + <4
STANDARD AUGMENTATION

6MHz WIDE SIGNAL
NTSC SIGNAL

t n ) UTILISE AN EXTRA 6MHz CHANNEL ADDITIONAL TO THE

iirsrrrlE oruH., As AN AUGMENTATIoN cHANNEL

r d I UTILISE Hz CH NON-
borfiirirglE slMU cAsrlNG
if; i;dMET Nrsc cHANNEL

Fig. 2 (continued)

The FCC invited comments on its initialdecisions

and many organisations have submitted many

different proposals.

Standardisation in America
The insistance of compatibility from the FCC means

the USA witltake a very different path iowards higher

quality television systems than either the Japanese or

the Europeans.
Although it goes without saying that in Europe

standardisation is considered to be a good thing, and

although only partially achieved, there are real

differences in attitudes to standardisation in the

USA.Having a single standard for television broad-

casting in the United States, can have many advant-

ages, including the provision of more programming
for viewers and lower priced sets but there are also

potential disadvantages. he choice of a

statutory inflexible stand uce consumer

choice, and might preve e introduction
has
any
sion
and

rketdecide whichnew
This idea seemed to
ction of no fewer than
for the introduction of

stereophonic sound to medium wave radio channels'

The FbC adamantly refused to come down in favour

ofjust one standa leastthree

systems were mar le with one

another, a driver to another
would need to ha coders. So

it is not surprising that stereo on medium wave has

not been established.
In the case of ATV the FCC has encouraged

manufacturers and broadcasters to participate in the

work of the advisory committee which it set up to
consider AfV policy issues, and voluntary standards

bodies such as the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI), the Advanced Television Systems
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Proposed American ATV systems

Advanced Compatible Television
Towards the end of 7987 a team of engineers at the
David Sarnoff Research Centre, a coniact,.."u.fn

Once the initial hype of'HDTV in a 6MHz cha and fuller
details of .the system t became
,apparent that ACTV is ary family

525-LINE INTERLACE PICTURE
+ SIDE PANELS+ EXTRA DETATL
+ HELPER SIGNAL

Fig. 3 Basic principles of Advanced Compatible Television

1050159 9412:1
OR

525159 9411:1



STANDABD NTSC RECEIVER

NTSC
COM PATI BLE
6M Hz
RF SIGNAL

,'*t1$8-#'#Jof,o.
LUMINANCE'HELPER' SIGNAL

Fig. 4 Coding system used for ACTV-I (single channel NTSC)

WIDESCREEN RECEIVEB

- compatible enhanced television system

of three syst€ms, and ihat only the first two of the steps

towards HDTV can actually be introduced within the

constraints of a standard 6MHz channel
All the ACTV signals can be viewed on existing

receivers as well as ACTV receivers, so the basic

compatibility of the system is very good

ACTV-I NTSC compatible EDTV
f he so-called'introductory systeml ACTV-I, is not in

fact the simplest possible system, as we shall see later,

but its signals can be sent along a normal 6MHz
bandwidth TV channel. ACTV-I cannot provide full
HDTV ore correctlY described as an

EDTV take a wide asPect ratio 1050

line in or a 525-line sequentiallY
scan both higher
qual uiPPed with

new ced Pictures
for viewers with standard NTSC receivers Figure 4
shows the basic operating principles of ACTV-I.

A 1050-line 59.94H2 interlaced picture is

recommended as the ideal source signal for ACTV,

but to use this signalfor ACTV-I purposes it must {irst

be converted to a 525-[ine progressively scanned

image, since thi al is the best type to
pro-ess for t over the normal
izs/Sg.gq/z,t network, and it also

allows various processing algorithms to be used to

derive a signal which contains information about the

vertical temporal detail in the pictures. The {irst process

in ACTV-I, as can be seen from Figure 4, is to split the

high-definiti dif{erent
s. the first c n signal,

ith the same ndwidth
as a standard NTSC signal; the other three compo-
nents contain extra information which can be used to

provlde the viewer with a wider aspect ratio picture

and better resolution, when used with the main signal'

The extra three components are carried along with
the main signal channelon sub-channels' in a similar

way to which the colour information modulates a

subcarrier. This is added to the black and white signals

to provide compatible NTSC colour pictures. Figure

5 shows how this is done, and indicates the positions

in the spectrum of various additional signals.
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Obtaining Component 1 - The Main NTSC

signal
The 525-line progressively scanned source

picture, with its widescreen aspect ratio of 16:-9 (an

improvement on the initially submitted 5:3), is

horizontally scanned in the normal linetime period of

52prs. Since the widescreen picture has been

scanned in the same time that is normallytaken to scan

a 4:3 picture, the horizontalbandwidth and the amount

of deiail available on a horizontalline is increased The

source picture is convertedto astandard 5251;ne YIQ
(i.e component iormat) interlaced signal, which forms

the basis of the first comPonent.
The YIQ signals arefilteredto limitthe bandwidth

of the luminance information in this first component to

SMHz, and the colour-difference information to

600kHz, which are actually slightly better than the

resolutions available on standard NTSC pictures. The

high-frequency information above 5MHz, in practice

abandfrom stretchingfrom 5-6MHz, is separated out,

and, as we shall see later, is used to form component
three of the ACTV system.

To actually {orm component one, the first step is

to selectthe central4:3 part of the originalwidescreen

and finish of each line, and since most conventionalTV
displays overscan, a standard NTSC receiver should

disblay only a standard 4:3 picture; the extra infor-

-uiion at the edges of the picture will be ignored'
In the case of a widescreen receiver, this will have

th

:t
be

compressed lprs strips is however Iimited; compressing
the side panels by a factor of six results in the maximum
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frequencies that can be carried within the standard
bandwidth NTSC channels being about 700kHz for
luminance and 83kHz for chromlnance. Because of
this, it is not possible to carry allthe information about

The 4:3 aspectratio picture and the low_frequency
parts of the compressed side panelscan nowb"NfSC
encoded, after filtering, and the result fits into the
normal luminance and chrominance regions of the
NTSC spectrum.

In order to ensure that the join between the side
panels and the normal4:3 picture will not be visible on
5:3 displays, the transmitted centre panelinformation
is actualiy made to overlap the side panels, so that a
very narrow strip coveringthe area where the join takes
pJace is actually transmitted twice- This exira infor-
mation can be used by the decoder jn the receivef to
provide a smooth transition between the edges and the
main picture. so no hard edge is visible.

which will be described in the next section, without
causing interference to the main NTSC signal

Component three - extra horizontal detail
The scanning of the 16:9 picture in 52prs means that
more horizontalresolution would be available than ford 61. The first nentsh ;uminance i ,p t"5 ow the wide ver to
make use of the potentially greater resolution it is

compressed in amplitude and quadrature modulated

DIGITAI-
AUDIO

vtstoN
CARRIER

COMPONENT 4
LOW ENERGY
VERTICALTEMPORAL,HELPER'SIGNAL

COMPONENT 2,3
AD DITION A L

ND suBcaRRtER

NTAL 
I

STAN DA R D
NTSC
SU BCARRI ER

o
f
ts

c

5A FREOUENCY

6MHz {STANOABD NTSC CHANNELT

Fig' 5 The RF Spectrum occupied by the varrous components of an ACTV-| system

An lnciden of the filter
that takes place jctures is th
NTSC receivers an improve
picture quality; the cross-colour and cross-luminance
effects are reduced, and some increase in resolution is
also claimed

Component 2 - the high frequency parts of
the side panels.

If ride panels were to contain only the
lo information transmitted so far, ihere
w ceable resolution difference between
the centre and the edges, so some method has to be
found of iransmitting the side panel ,highsi The
luminance frequencies between TOOkHzund sMH,
corresponding to the side panels and the chrominance
frequencies from 83kHz to 600kHz are filtered. and the
chrominance is quadrature modulated onto the

requirement for these side-panel highs to be reduced
to about lMHz It was found by experimeni that if
compon to fi
S2ysline he o
the resol s wa
4 shows is m
component two is a low energy slgnal it can be
compressed in amplitude and quadrature modulated
onto a newsubcarrier, together with componentihree,

onto a separate subcarrier at 3.1MHz, together with the
component two signals. Figure 5 shows the effect o1
this, which is to include a low-ampJitude sub_band

be ca with the main signal without having
any e mal NTSC receivers. Effectively the
extra is hidden in a small portion of the

Laboratories, and this hidden region is sometimes
called the 'Fukinuki holel

Component four -the vertical temporal
helper signal
It was explained earlier that one source standard for
the ACTV system uses a b25-line continuously
scanned display, and we saw this must be reduced to
a 525-line interlaced display if the pictures are to be
sent along a standard 6MHz bandwidth radio freq_
uency channel. It is then possible to include line
doublingc eincomin d
signals into ned displa y
this gives I ults on so S



parts of the image, and so component four has been

introduced to provide a so-called 'helper' signal to
transmit extra vertical-temporal information which a

suitable receiver can use to increase the amount of
vertical detail present, especially in moving images.

For this system to work perfectly the helper signal

would enable the receiver to restore the vertical detail
in moving parts of the picture that was lost in the

original conversion to an interlaced display. [n practice

the algorithm that the receiver will use to reconstruct

the image is known, and it is therefore possible to work
out at the source when certain parts of the moving
picture will displayed erroneously by the receiver. The

iourth component, the helper signal, can be used to
transmit an error signal which carries enough detail

to enable the receiver to conect the display. The

helper signal could also be used to send control signals

to switch in appropriate motion adaptive processing

circuitry at the receiver.
Since the helper signal consists only of error

signals, the information sent will be small, So a
relatively narrow bandwidth signal can be used' The

helper signal currently used as Component four is
resiricted in frequency to 750kHz, and is transmitted

in phase quadrature with the main vision carrier.

The Composite Signal - A
uummary
The ACTV system relies on carrying extra compo-
nents, in addition to the normal luminance and

chrominance signals, within a standard NTSC signal.

If this happens in a compatible way, the extra signals

must be invisible to the viewer with an NTSC receiver.

In addition, the extra components must be readily

extractable {rom the total signalby an ACTV receiver.

Figure 5 has been demonstrated to work well, but

there are many possible detailed modifications which
could be rnade to alter the balance between the above

requirements. In particular, the helper signal could
take different forms, and it may even be possible to
add several more such signals for future use. There

is even room to accommodate an additional digital

audio signal, shown in Figure 5.

Demonstrations have shown that the require-
meni for the extra components to be invisible on a
normal NTSC receiver is generally well met. We saw

earlier that the compressed side panels will be hidden

by the normal receiver overscan, so component one
provides no difficulties. Components two and three

are quadrature modulated onto a carefully selected
subcarrier whose frequency and phase alternation
have been chosen for minimum visibility'

Component four, the helper signal, has been
arranged so it quadrature modulates the vision carrier,

and the inevitable pattern is spatially correlated with
the main vision signal. On older NTSC receivers the
helper s
it is plac
and in
frequency detectors the helper signal can actually be

removed before it reaches the display.
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ACOUSTIC REAR PARCEL SHELF
To get the best sound from yo
rear halchback parcel shell wi
Iibreboard units. larlor made
gnlle cloth and fixings. When

model, and year oI Reg.

AUSTIN ROVER SHELF SPEAKERS
'I 5 watt speaker. Moulded rn black plastrc housrng tor ver-
trcal or hoillonlal use. contalns 4%" Goodmans drive unit

with a sood srze masnet f6.95 pair + f2 pp

HIFI WOOFERS
1 0" round '1 O0 watt Goodmans Hrfi woorer 2' coil, paper
cone, foam rubber surround 4%' magnet, Irame size 1 078"

imp8(l f17.50+f2.80PP
8" round 1OO watr Audax Hrf i woofer, 1 " coil with
Iitted phasepluq, Hrteck TPX
surround 4ro" magnet, dle c

tmp
S" square 80 watt Audax
polypropylene cone, rubber
chassis srze 83r" square 8() imp
S" round 70 watt Peerless H
paper cone, foam rubber surround, 3%" magnet, 8() imp

fl 2.50 + f2.50 pp
5%' 45 watl Audax Hrfi wooler 1 ' coil, Bextrene treated
cone, rubber surround, 4" magnet, 8() imp f9.80 + eg pp
5%" 35 watt Goodmans Hifi wooler, 1" coil, treated
paper cone, rubber surround, 3%" magnet, 8(]
imp f7.2O+f2.5O99
4'A squarc 35 watt Audax HiIi woofer, 1in coil, paper

cone. rolled surround, 23a'1 magnet, 8()imp f7.50 + f2.50
pp

HIFI TWEETER AND MID RANGE
4rs,, s Goodm
range, paper c
tmp
4' squ x sealed
treated fluid cool
8(l imp

f7.95+fr pp
4" round 130 watt Peerless '1 ' metal dome Hif i

tweeter, 1 " coil, 23a" magnet, rec crossover freq

3KHz f15.90+€1 60PP
4%" x2%" 75 watt r. 'direct drive dome tweeter, Ferrolluid
cooled 3," vorce corl rec crossover, freq 4 5KHz as above
but with 358" Iace plate

f5.90 + E1 .30 pp

MOTOROLA PIZO CERAMIC TWEETERS
Conveil electrical energy tnto sound without the use oI

et ass ,

nt d wirh
a n bass

al
3%" square, 50 watt Pizo super horn tweeter

f5.95 + rs pp
3%" round. 50 wall Pizo holn tweeter

f5.75 + zs pp

2" x 6" wrde dispersron 400 walt Pizo horn tweeter
fl1.95+rt pp

MULTIBAND RADIO
VHF 54-176MHz +AM CB BANDS 1 -80

Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,

f17.s5 i[,31ffLi0?fB:
POSTAGE RA

f2.8c
,,RUBBER DUCK AERIAL"

ROSS PUSH BUTTO
lvlarns and battery operated
HighqualrtvVHF FV.
Medrum and Long Wave receptron, '

4.5" ROSS MONO TV
WITH AM/FM RADIO

4 5' Ross mono Televrsron wtth AM/FM Radro for battery or malns

use, supplred wrth marns adaptor/chaqet 12v cil plug w[h lead,

earphone, stand and extensron aertal socket. battery component
holds 8 x UM2 ba[, Alkaline or NrCads (batts nol rncluded). Contlol
volume tone and tunrng fo' radio and televrsion.

*f49.95 +t41opp

Alba digital auto reverse push button AM/FM i
LW car stereo with separate bass/treble control

RTVC HAVE DONE IT AGAINI
We have secured all stocks of nearlY new factory
refurbished units with manufacturer approval, at
unrepeatable prices. We also offer a 6 month
guarantee with all units (this only applies to
products marked * on this Page.)

APPSS on tape 25 watts per channel output,
with line output for car components use

balance control 9 watts output per channel

*f52.40+12.80 pp

Sparkomatic Auto reverse AM/FM car stereo with
tone, volume and balance control

*f44.2O+r2.80 pp

IN-CAR STEREO BOOSTERS
ln-Car Stereo Hi-power
booster ampifiers 40OW
outPut.200Wx2in-
puts for low power car
slereos and phono in-
puts short circuit protec-
tron

fl10.95+ezpp
150W output 75 x 2
inputs as above

f46.00
+ f 2.00 pp

IN CAR WOOFERS
6%" 4OW Nominal. 60W Max, 4 ohm Goodmans
woofer f9.95+f1 .90PP
8' 60W Nom 90W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard Allen
wooler f33.80 + f3'50 PP
'10" 100W Nom 150W Max 4-5, ohm Richard Al-
len woofer f41 .50 + f3.50 PP
1 0" 1 50W nom, 300W max 4 5 ohm Eminence sub
woofer f43,50 + f3.50 PP
12" 100W Nom 250W Max, 4-5 ohm Richard
Allen woofer f43.50+f4 PP
1 2" 1 50W nom 300W max 4-5 ohm Eminence sub
woofer f45.fi1+ fa PP
15" 200W Nom 400W Max. 4-5 ohm Richard
Allen wooler f60.fi)+f5 pp

TWEETERS AND MID RANGE FOR
IN-CAR USE

4'h" IOOW 4-5 ohm sealed back mid-range
f5.50 + f1 .50 pp

2%" 65W 4-5 ohm Fero fluid cooled dome tweeter
with housing Audax f5.fi) + f1 .20 PP
3%" 100W 8 ohm Ferro lluid cooled dome tweeter
for 4-8 ohm use f6.90+f0.80pp

IN CAR 3-WAY 2OOW STEREO
CROSSOVER NETWORK

Electronicly divides the sound output from car
stereos into bass, mid and treble speakers crossover
ooints 800H2 and SKHz (6dB per ocl) 4-5 ohm
imp Size 200 x 1 35 x 55mm.f19.50 - f1 .80 pp

30 + 30 WATT GRAPHIC EOUALISER
BOOSTER AMPLIFIER

lmprove the sound and output of your low power
car ste.eo unit with this 60 watt graphic equ4liser
booster lt has 10 slider controls so can accurately
select the tonal quality of the music and a fader
control to adjust the Jront to back volume; LED
power drsplay and stereo headphone jack

f24.20 + f1 .80 pp

As illustrated above with 7 slider controls
fl9.90 + f1 .80 PP

*f79.40+12.30 pp

2 CHANNEL HAND HELD
WALKI TALKIES

ldeal for sports or any outdoor
activilies Built-in squelch and
volume control, range 1 5Km
maximumj 27MHz 2 channel
crystal conlrolled superhet circuit
wiih built-in condenser mic and
speaker Size 172 x 60 x

33mm f39.90*150pp

VIDEO SENDER
With this handy unit you can transmit the out-

mera or satel-
ceiving lelevi-
ly connect the
quipment into

this unit and a 10 13 8V dc power supply extra
€3,75size 122x70 x21 mm fl8.95 +1 55pp

VHF RADIO TRANSMITTERS
100mW mini bug. Built on a neat little fibre glass
pcb with condenser mic. Fully tunable over the
FM band 9V DC f5.75 + f0 90 pp

I

I

l

2 Watt transmitter kit, supplied with fibre glass
pcb, all components, diagrams, ready for you to
build. 12-24V DC. f7.50 + f0.70 pp
25 Watt Transmitter kit Fully tuneable ovel the

e sided pcb dia-
luding heat sink.

f67 +t1 pp
are not licensable

in the UK.

An easy to build amplifier wilh a good specif ica-
tion. All the components are mounted on the
single PCB which is already punched and back-
prinled
r 30Wx2(DlN4ohm)
r CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono in-

puts
o Separate treble and bass
o Headphonejack
Size (H.W.D.) 74x4OO x 195mm.
Kit enclosed: case. PCB, all components, scale
and knobs f36.80 +f3 50 PP
(Featured proiect in Everyday Electronics, April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

OUICK START BELT.DRIVE
VARI SPEED DISC TURNTABLE
* Ouick start, ideal for scratching
* Pitch control
* Target lamp
* Counter weighted tubular

tone arm with plug-in head
shell

* 2-speed full manual control
I Remote start stop
t 75Ks f112.90+ezpp

Sensitivily
Protection
Power
Chassis dim

(max power tnto 4 ohms)
450V at 22K ohms

Electronic shorl-circuit and fuses
22O-24Ou a c SOHZ
435 x 'l 25 x 280mm

fl42 +t700op

Thrs versatile little mixer has a high reputation wrth DJ's
Its simplicrty and quality sound reproduction makes it rdeal
for bedroom or high power gigs.
Features: Fader control o 2 phono inputs . 1 monitor
headphone circurl with high power output . Talk switch .
VU meters
Specification: 5n ratio mic less than 1 mv (745d8)
Phono: 0.4mV less than (755d8) . Talkover ''l2dB .
Power AC22O-24O at 3 watts o Size 1 0r," x 8% x 21,' o
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werght 4% lbs f89.95 + t5 pp
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EIJ]EB SOURCE CODE

AMEND SOURCE CODE

Fig. 1 Software Deveiopment Cycle

THE ETISBC 09

ast month we pubiished hardware detajls
of the SBC-09, a Motorola 6g09 based
control board This month we intend to
guide the reader in the method of develop_
ing firmware for this control computer. in

Mike Bedfard
cantinues with his
micro-cantroller b*ad

EtIE

Hffir{
H*

particular we shall take a look at the arch jteciure and

Firm Development

Turning now to firmware development for a
control board, the type of development cycle

out

The PC As A Development System

lwtrgtru ootreo rrrur

!!8il

ENTER SOUffCE CODE

AMEND SOURCE

EPROM
PBOGRAMMEB

HUN ON TARGET
OBJECT CODE

Fig. 2 Firmware Development Cycle using EPROMS
L_______________j



increasing use of PCs amongst electronics enthusiasts
plus the fact that this is what the author uses!

The first software tool required is a screen text
editor. The only editor which comes with MS-DOS
as part of the system is EDLIN. This is basic, to say
the least, being only a line editor and is very tedious
for anything other than perhaps editing the odd 5 line
.BAT file. Most readers will have invested in a word
processor for their PC. This will undoubtedly present
a full screen display but will, unfortunately, have a

nasty habit of adding a whole manner of headers and
embedded control characters into the text of the
resultant file.

What is needed is usually referued to as a text
editor and produces an output file containing only
what the user typed in - an essential if it is to be read
by an assembler or compiler.

Although full commercial text editors are

available, I would be inclined to recommend one of
the numerous shareware products available at a much
lower price. A couple of basic PC text editors I have

already used are ED and EDIT (a couple of very
original names!). More comprehensive offerings listed
in the shareware catalogues include EDWIN, QEDIT
and NYEDIT.

Turning now to 6809 cross assemblers and
compilers, C and PASCAL compilers are only avail-
able commercially at a not insignificant price A cross-

assembler, is available as public domain software and
is therefore expected to be the preferred language for
most users. Various cross-compilers are available from
Grey Matter at 4, Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon
TQ 13 7DF - Tel: (0364)53499.The public domain
assembler is on a disk of Motorola cross-assemblers
(which also includes the rest of the 6800 family, the
6502 and the RCA 1802/1805) and is available from
most of the numerous public domain/shareware
suppliers. For those who don't already use shareware,
the supplier used by the author is S.M.S. at 19,
Carshalton Road, Camberley, Surrey -Tel (0276\
681864.

The two hardware tools required are an EPROM
programmer and an EPROM emulator unless you
have a limitless supply of blank EPROMs, an EPROM
eraser is also required. The December 1989 issue of
ETI contained a review of EPROM programmers for
the PC To summarise the findings, the Sunshine
Electronics EW-9018N was recommended as a good
buy for the home user at 889 + VAT. It is available
from Chipboards Ltd., 65, High Street, Bagshot,
Surrey GU19 SAH - TeL 10276151441. EPROM
emulators for the PC are an extremely rare breed and
there is almost certainly nothing available
commercially at a price to interest the amateur. This
being so, next month's ETI willfeature a constructional
article on a PC EPROM emulator capable of emulat-
ing all Z7-series devices up to the 27512. The
following month we will describe the construction of
a safe EPROM Eraser with electronic timer.

6809 Architecture
Table 1 shows the 6809's internal registers. These

are described briefly in this section

Table I :6809 Registers

Index Registers - X, Y
These 16 bit registers are used in indexed addressing
to point to memory.

Stack Pointers - U,S
These 16 bit registers are used to manipulate the user

and hardware stacks respectively i rlt use of push and
pull instructions The hardware stack is used auto-
matically by the hardware during interrupts and
subroutine calls. Either stack may be used for user
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Fig. 3 Firmware Development Cycle using an Emulator

IVSB LSB

Bh15 BitSBhT Bito

CC-Condition Code Registet

S-Hardware Stack Pointer

Table 1

data Both these registers may also be used as general
purpose index registers.

Program Counter - PC
This 16 bit register is automatically updated by the
processor to point to the next instruction to be

executed.

Accumulators - A,B,D
A and B are 8-bit accumulators which in certain cases

may be considered to be a single 16-bit accumulator
called D. A is the most significant byte and B the least

significant byte of D. These registers are used in
arithmetic instructions and for data manipulation.

Direct Page Register - DP
This 8 bit register is used in the direct addressing mode
which is used because of its efficiency in terms of both
speed and memory usage. In this addressing mode,
only the least significant bqe of the address of the data

is given in the instruction, the most significant byte

having already been loaded into the DP register
Clearly this is only eflective if a number of addresses

within the same 256 byte block are to be accessed

Condition Code Register - CC
This register consists of 8 processor status flags. The
C bit indicates that a previous instruction resulted in
a Carry from an accumulator. The V bit indicates that
a previous instruction resulted in an oVerflow from an
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Interrupts
Table 2 shows the 6809 interrupt vectors These
vectors are the addresses of the code which is
executed when
It is the responsi
each of these lo
interrupt is briefly described in this section.

Addressing Modes
The 6809 has a number of addressing modes which
may be used with its instruction set.

e instructions only allow a single
he availability of a comprehensive
modes provides flexibility in many

of the instructions.
Each of the addressing modes are described in

this section.

Implied Addressing
In this addressing mode, the operand is inherent in
the inshuction. For example the instruction ASK (Add
B to X) can only operate on these registers.

Immediate Addressing
This addressing mode allows a constant value given
in-.the instruction (actually it is stored immediately
followingthe Op-code) to be used as the operand. Eg.
LDA + $80 causes the value hexadecimal g0 to be
loaded into A

Extended Addressing
Here the operand is the address ofthe data to be used
in the instruction. Although a numeric value can be
used it is more common to use a previously defined
label which will be substituted by ihe assembler. Eg.
LDA FRED causes the data at ajdress FRED (a taUet
previously defined) to be loaded into A

Extended Indirect
This is similar to extended addressing but has a further
Ievel of indirection. In other words tte operand is the
address of the address of the data. Eg. LDA (FRED)
will cause the data at the address at aldress FREDio
be loaded into A.

Direct Addressing
This is similar to extended addressing except for the
fact thal only the least significant byte of the address
of the data is given, the most significant byte having
previously been loaded into the Dp regster. This
addressing mode is used as it executes mire quicklf
and the instruction takes up one less bvte. There are
various types of assembler syntax for tiris mode. Eg.
in LDA )L1, the ')' forces the assembler to direlt
addressing. Giving only a 1 byte address obviouslv
torces direct addressing and use of the SETDp
assembler directive will cause syntax which would
otherwise result in extended adjressing to generate
a direct addressing instruction if the adJress"given is
within range of the Dp register

Register Addressino
Here the instruction actl or
rFR A, B t." *i;,; il; #:ffi :1 ::.T ff.?i:[l' 

^1n"
accumulator B.

Vector Address
Vector

DescriptionMS Byte LS Byte

FFFE

FFFC

FFFA

FFFS

FFF6

FFF4

FFF2

FFFO

FFFF

FFFD

FFFB

FFF9

FFFT

FFF5

FFF3

FFFl

RES

NMI

SWI

rR0

FIRO

SW12

SW13

Unused

Table 2: Vector Addresses

RES
This vector is executed when e
processor is held low for more n
the SBC-09 this happens at pow y
this vector should point to the

NMI
This vector is executed when the NM-l pin on the
processor (Non-Maskable Interrupt) undergoes a
negative transition. This level of interrupt is not used
on the SBC-09

FIRQ
This vector is executed when the F-IRQ ptn on the
processor (Fast Interyupt Request) is held low so long
as it is not masked by the CC register. This level of
interrupt is not used on the SBC-09.

IRQ

register. IRQ wlll be re-enabled on exit from the
of the CC
it implicitly
generated

swr, swl2, swl3

execution of SWI) on exit from the interrupt routine
due to unstacking the CC register.

Indexed Addressing
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Index Indirect Addressing
This aciciressrng mode is the same as indexed
addressing but has a further level of indirection Eg

LDD ( X - -) causesthedataattheaddresspointed
to be X ro be loaded into D following which X is

incremenreC by 2.

Relative Addressing
This addressing mode is used in branch instructions
and is so called because it causes a branch to an
address generated as an oflset from the current PC
address Eg. BRA FRED causes a branch to the labe I

FRED Actually the assembler will have calculated rhe
offset from the current address and used this as the
operand

Program Counter Relative
Here the PC is used as a pointer register r.rlth a

constant offset. This provides a means of writing
position independant code Eg. LDA FRED PCR
causes the data at the address obtained by addlng the
contents of the PC to FRED to be loaded into A
Program Counter Relative lndirect is also a',ailable

Instruction Set
A full definition of the instruction set would list each
instruction showing the op-codes and number of clock
cycles for each addressing mode available as well as
giving a formal definition and showing vl,hich con
dition codes are affected. This would take up a lot o{
paper and as such we are going to abreviate this
somewhat. We will tabulate all the instructions in
categories, describing their action. indicating the
addressing modes available and showlng the condi-
tion codes affected. At the end we w,ill then explain
a few of the more tricky ones, For those readers who
really do need to know the additional information, a
programming card or data book should be obtained
from Motorola (or other 6809 manufacturers) but
these don't come cheap

Table 3 is the instruction set summary and this
needs some explanation as a number of abbreviations
have been used to sav€ space

Addressing Modes I

Available D

E

+
X

R

Definition ABDSUXY
PC CC

M

EA

+

Condition Codes

Affected

0

1

U

C

E

lmplied or Begister

Direct

Extended

Immediate

Indexed. Indexed lndirect, PC

Relative and lndexed lndirect

Relative

Registers

Memory

Eflective Address

Arithmetic Add

Arithmetic SL:btract

Arithmetic Multjply

I-ogic 0R

hgic Exdusive 0R

I-ogic AND

Compiement of X

Concatenation

Transfer into

Not Affected

Sei or Cleared According to Result

Cleared

Sei

Undefined

CC Affected as Direct Result

Same as 
-C" 

if CC is specified

0
,\

x
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And finally, a word of explanation about a few of the
less obvious instructions:

Branches
ln Table 3, the mnemonic for each branch instruction
had (L) in front of it To take (L)BEQ as an example,
this sjgnified two instructions, namely BEQ and



Address Begister

0 Peripheral Register A or Data Diection Register A

Control Register A

2 Perpheral Register B or Data Directron Register B

3 Control Register B

Logical Shift Lefl

6R Log;calShill Righr

No Opcration

B vlil- B
CC V M*CC

Table 4: 6821 Registers
The data direction register controls whether each bit
of the n input or an output. Bit
0 (the b pAO (or pB0) tirrough
to bii @rpB7l.ln each caie
setting a 0 causes the pin to be an input whereas
setting a 1 causes it to be configured as an output.

The peripheral register similarly has bits 0-7
mapped onto PAO-PA7 (or PB) In this register, for
any pin configured as an output, the value written to

The control register is rather more complex and
is illustrated in Table 5.

v

S( BA subrrdcr trom A.lLmutdr- bptl< A v ,A

.I

l,I

Return fronr Subrourino 1r I Dnnir^ rr^a Subrou(ine

-L

SBCA Sublracr lrom Acctrm,,liror
SBCB with Borrow OE*X B-M_C+B

iu* sirn E\r(,rJ

-r- * B.A
STA \r,,rrA...Ln,LtJlur X
sTa
srD J
srs U
STU x
\T\ lv
sr\ L.

Proqrammino
The-6821
Table 4 shows the internal regis-
ters of the 6821 It will be noted
that there are 6 such registers
despite the fact that the device has
2 address inputs and therefore
occupies just 4 bytes in the
memory map This is explained
by the fact that there are 2
registers at addresses 0 and 2, the
one which can be seen'by the
processor depending on the set-
ting of a bit in the appropriate
control registers as we shall see
shortly. The addresses in Table 4
are, of course, offsets from the
6821's base address which, on the
SBC-09, is $8000

It will be evident that there
are 2 groups of 3 registers which
control the A port and the B port
respectively and since the opera-
tion of the two ports is almost
identical we shall describe the
operation of just a single set of
registers.

Bit 7

il\,l,S B.)

ROAl BOA2
cA2

Direction

CA2

Transition

cA2

lnterrupt

DDBA

Access

cA1

Direction

CAl

nterrupt

Table 5: 6821 Control Register
Bit Designations
1RQA1
that an
CA2res
are typi
interrupt and are reset once the register has been read

CA2 Direction is used to configure CA2 as an
interrupt input or an output. A 0 represents input and
a 1 output.

has a difere
ing is an input
inp atthe active
wh nterrupt) is
a 1 represents low to high. For CA2 a
0 indicates that it is a handshake is
complex and we won't go into it her 1
indicates that it is a normal output.

ss 0 (address 2 for port B) is the
er or the Data Direction Register. 0
ire Register, 1 gives the peripheral

on and CA1 Interrupt are similar tothe g CA2 bits but in thL case of CA1this be an input.

A Programming Example
The last five paragraphs contain concentrated infor_
mation which is really
already have some ba
than for reading throug
this article to a close we
object code given last month which was used in

Bir0

L.S B

Mncmonic Dcscription

Rorarc R ghr

hddrcs ng Denn on

ROR
RORA
RORE

Return from Interrupr

LBEQ, BEQ meaning Branch Equal and LBEe
meaning Long Branch Equal. The short branch
instructions have just a single byte argument
representing the relative branch address and is
therefore only able to operate within the range 128
bytes backwardsto I27 bytes forward. If the required
branch is outside this range, a long branch must be
used. This has a 2 byte argument and has a range of
anywhere within the 64K address map.
Load Effective Address
These instructions are some of the most difficult to
understand. They
address usbd in an
address, rather th
Poi useful for
mo since most
of work on
acc 1 from the
value in K. LEAY D,Y adds the value in D to Y.
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YtlU I{EUER

KI{EW THERE

WAS SO

MUGH 11{ IT"
. AVA'LABLE FBOM LANGEN

,IEWSAGEIIIS ON D'BEfi FNOM UNKfi
a 210 wolf$ 0F DtscouilT v0ucHEBs
. LOW COST MULT/iMEIEBS
a MAilY ilEW Pn0DUCrS

Please supply:

! Winter'90/91 Catalogue @ e1.6o

- 
Winter'90/91 Catalogue and subscription to the

l-J next two lssues @ E5.CO

I enclose Cheque/Postal Order for

Please debit my Access/Visa card for

Po(B ;Data direction register B

PortB +1 ;Control register B

X'C000 ;Start ot 27128 EPR0M

X'0000 ;Start of RAM

RAM+X'100 ;[op ol stack

Stack+l ;Counting in progress

;Vectors - end ol EPR0M

;Reserved

;SWl3 (unused)

;SWl2 (unused)

;FlR0 (unused)

;lR0

;SWll (unused)

;Nl\41 (unused)

;Reset

Code - start of EPR0I\4

;Read PortA to clear lB0

;Complement counting flag

;Return

;lnitialise stack pointer

;Running not enabled

;Select DDBA instead of PortA

;Set PortA to all inputs

;Code for PortA instead of

;DDRA and interrupt on CAI

;select DDRB instead of PortB

;Set PortB to

;all outputs

;code for PortB instead of

;DDRB and no interrupts

Turn all LEDs ofl
;Enable interrupts

;Counting Ilag enabled?

;lf not loop

;lncrement the LEDs

;Wait a while

;Loop back to start

;Delay loop initial value

; Decrement

;Loop if not zero

;Return

conjunction with the practice interface card for testing
the SBC-09. Although this article is not intended as

a tutorial on 6809 programming, it is anticipated the
reader will gleam quite a lot by studying this listing.
Please note that the syntax of the assembler used (ihe

shareware product suggested earlier) conforms to a

UNIX standard and is therefore different to Motorolat
syntax. The documentation supplied on disk clarifies
this. It is further suggested that the would be 6809
programmer enters the source onto a computer, cross-

compiles it, blows an EPROM (or uses an EPROM
emulator) and tests it on the SBC-09, firstly in an un-
modified form and then attempts to make changes to
it. The following alterations are suggested:

1. When counting is enabled, read the DIP
switches and use their setting to control how the LEDs
count. Eg. upwards, downwards, in steps of two etc

2. Use one of the DIP switches to control the
speed of counting.

3. Cause the other push button to generate an
input. Use this interrupt to reset the LEDs to a known
state.

4. Write a new program from scratch Start with
all LEDs off. Each time an interrupt occurs. add the
value on the DIP switches to a running total displaying
the results on the LEDs.

5. Design an application specific inter{ace card
and write some {irmware to do something really
useful. When you've got it working let us know here
at ETI. It may result in your name in lights!

ETI SBC-O9 control computer test program
l0area, X'8000 )10 area

PlA, lOarea ;6821 PIA

PortA, PIA ;Port A

DDRA, PortA ;Data direction register A

CRA, PortA +1 ;Control register A

PortB, PIA + 2 ;port B

equ DDRB,

,equ CRB,

.equ EPROM,

.equ BAI\il,

.equ stack,

,equ Running,

org X'FFFO

.dw

.dw

dw
.dw

.dw

,dw

,dw

,dw

,org EPROM

lRO: TST

c0l\4

RTI

lnit: LDS

CLR

CLR

CLR

LDA 
..

STA

CLR

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

ctB

ANDCC

Count: TST

BEO

tNc

BSR

BRA

Delay: LDY

Delay'l: LEAY

BNE

RTS

PortA

Running

+ stack

Running

CPA

DDRA

x'05
CPA

CRB

+ x'04
DDRB

x'04
CRB

PortB

X'EF

Running

Count

PortB

Delay

Count

+ x'2000
-1,Y
Delayl

nit

nit
nrt

nit
RO

nit

nit

nit

equ

equ

equ

equ

equ

equ
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HART AUDIO KITS - YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HhFI'- HABT kits give you the
opportunity lo build the very best

components that ars available,

Telephone orwrite for your FHEE LISTS giving full details o, all our
Kits, components andspecial ottets. Featured this month isthe:-

AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER

This fanlfftic John Linsley
of ourrange, andtheideal p
Thiskitis yourwayto getiK

of 'Eleclronics Today lnternational, this
ler otlers Wbrld Class perlormance allied
and ease of construction. John Linsley
g a cOmplete unit were enthusiastic:_

ly professional piece of audio
This impression is greatly
, which is rsdolentorquality,

Each power amplilier channel hm its wn advanced double sided

our FHEE Ltsr has,urrher derairs orthis kit as wel m our ranse o' U,:lr:k3l3!fi?fu11or-"-il;, -.,
:1?"1,!!-"]lvl!T" ALPSprecision pors and lape recordercirc-uits OVERSEAS: ptease see the ordeiing
seno lor your copy. information with our lists.

DEM115 Electlonic, Castte Type, demagnetisr ... CO.6i

INTER'90 Listis FBEE S€ndroryour@pynow.
welmme, please send 2 lBCs tocover strface

yJe-now accept inland and oveseas orders by post ortelephone on
all Access/Mastercharge and Visa credit carda.
Please add partcost ofcarriage and insurance asfollows:

The standard amplifer mmes stereo LED power
meferand avereatile pffisive itched inpuds, and
usingALPS precision, low-no lance contrcls. All
inputsare lakentogold pleted Phonosockets andoutputs to heaw
duty30 amp binding posts. These are atsoavailabte dold plated ai

HIGH OUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

engineered hifi equipmonilhere is, designed
by lhe leaders in thiir' field, usinq the 

-best

:fE-. $-.",an optional extra

RLH11 Reprintsof the latest 1989 articles

lacktreble? Aworn head muld be the problem. Fittjng
lacement hoads could restore perforhanceto bettei

lducian6s and mounting make f itting easy on
and our TCl Test Cassene helps yoij setthe

suppliersand see! All
and are normally

wide rangeofspecial heads for
USEre

High
tape to head clntact

Add {
. Add

Slem Head. Modern
Suitabletor chrome

hi-ri
s6.60

Head ., .. 82.05
binationHead t4439
Head for auto{ryerse

ci7.86

.. t4.08

Kfl00S SLAVE Amplirier Klt. Totat cost of a[ parts is .... tOO2.B5
SPECtAL DTSCOUNT pRtCE ON1y............. ................ t325r42

!1l09til MgllglLOCAmplilierkit. Totat cosrotail parrs is r2y.65
SPECTAL DTSCOUNT pRtCE ONLy ...... ....................... r2s3.oo

11qrcM Construclion Manual.20+ pages olstep bygepassembly
instruclions, circuit diagrams andfull parts identilication list €5.84)

HO551 4.TRACK
car players or quadrcphonic

TAPE

HAEI TC1 TEST CASSETTE.
cassetle. Sets tapeeimuth, VU level
DEilt Malns FoweEd
on playback dueto

[1.80

Another
gives a tape input
tuneE, tape and CD playErs,
amplilier may be ussdon itsown,
signal handling stages. For your
'Slave' and 'monobl@'vereions w
power meter are also available

QUALITY AUDIO KITS (06e1) 652894

Axial Fans in stock
mt240u Alc
110/1mV A/C. 12 voll
and 24 volt
Various sizes

Low voltage 0C.3 volt,
6volt.9volland 12voll
stocked

Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranoe of
speaker kits from Peerless."

This new range of four kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly)

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.

Dimensions:
800 x 275 x 335 mm
Response:
32 HZ-20 KHZ
AMP Suitability: 30-1 20w
lmpedence: I ofirns

Price
Force 2 8159
Force 4 t179
Force 6 el99
Force I f245

DIY Speaker catalogue e1 50 ffill Tetephons srgflil6spd l-tl
post free (export e3.50) ll4s,l orders welcome ljll
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where people are literally encouraged to spend a smal[
Iortune on record decks, tone arms, cartridges and
esoteric amplifiers. Then, almost as an after thought,
a pair of budget loudspeakers, are bought which in
most cases, are incapable of delivering the full range
of frequencies you've paid through the nose to
produce. No one would disagree withthe importance
of the front end of a system, after all, you want to hear
everything that is on the recording. Why then restrict
the output by using poor loudspeakers?

This situaiion has resulted in many speaker
manufacturers scrambling to produce ever cheaper
budget products, with little money being invested in
qualty drive units, a pair of two-way speakers retailing
for approximately 1150, will contain drive units worth
a total of abdtut 15 in each cabinet. Tiying to buy a
decent pair of speakers to suit your system can
become a nightmare, faced with the conflicting views
of reviewers in each of the different hi-fi magazines,
the necessarily reshicted range of products stocked
in local hi-fi shops and manufacturers constantly
changing the model youte likely to buy, sometimes
twice a year. So that you end up with a Mk 1 which
before very long is valueless, because eveyone wants
the Mk 3 which has just come out and is'better'than
the highly praised version you had the misfortune to
b ofthe
h peop
P inma
down to the bone. In our view, a good loudspeaker,
properly designed say in 1985, should STILL be a
good loudspeaker in 1995 and beyond. Allthis bodes
illfor the potential customer, vainly seeking a decent
product at a reasonable price in a minefield of
confusing advice and possibly inferior products.

The practical solution to this problem is to build
your own speakers and given that you are capable of
some simple woodwork and can use a soldering iron,
the rest is relatively easy, especially if some thought

electing loudspeakers for a hi-fi system
can be a traumatic experience, particu-
larly if you are in the habit of reading hi-fi
magazines, which,over recent years, have
regarded the loudspeaker end of a system

as the least important link in the chain. The emphasis
has been placed on signal retrieval at the record deck
or CD player. This has led to the ridiculous situation

19mm SOUARE BATTEN
PINNED&GTUED_SET
15mm lN FROM FBONT EOGE

BEFORE ASSEMBLING CABINET
MARK OUT A LINE ON THE
INSIDE FRONT EDGE OF ALL
PANELS 15mm FROM THE EOGE

CUT HOLE TO SUIT
THE TUBE & MAKE IT CL
a lcHT PUsH-Frr . L

\ , gs *lrbF*
\ i*-l l!

PORT TUBE CUT-OUT

BRACE
127x15)

TWEETER
CUT OUT

GAP TO CLEAB
PORT TUBE 

--
PORT TUBE PROTBUDES
INSIDE CABINET & FLUSH
WITH MFFLE GLUE IN
WITH EVOSTIK I

I

I ASSEMBLE CABINET AS SHOWN
USE PLENTY OF GLUE & STOP ALL LEAKS

2 GLUE IN SHELF BRACE WHICH SHOULD
FIT FIRMLY INTO PLACE BACK & SIDES

3 PIN & GLUE BATTEN AS INDICATED
4 FIT FBONT BAFFLE _ PUSH FIBMLY

INTO PLACE AGAINST BATTEN USING
PLENTY OF GLUE

Fig. 1 Cutting dimensions for each

TO CUT OUT THE BAFFLE
HOLES PLACE IN CABINET
BEFORE GLUEING THIS
WILL HOLD IT AS YOU
CUT THE HOLES

n85 9)

SPEAKER BAFFLE
(FRONT PANEL)

CABINET ASSEMBLY
K2 SPEAKER

MATERIAL 15mm MDF BOARD

speaker cabinet.
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BACK PANEL

CL

VELCRO FOR
GRILLE

FOLO WAODING UNOEF
BRACE BEHINO BASS
UNIT _ AS SHOWN &
STAPLE GENTLY INTO
POSITION LEAVING
THE WADDING FAIRLY
LOOSE & SOFT

I

L-
l*

-1.![

CABINET CUT.AWAY
SHOWING WADDING

ARRANGEMENT

Fig. 2 lnternal detail of cabinet.

NUT

186 (189) -r\
I

TERVIINAL HOLES
DRILL THROUGH
4BA CLEARANCE .
THEN COUNTERBORE
16mm DIA x 3mm
OEEP

f
I

being on quality. After many hours of testing,
measurement and listening that aim has been
achieved, the K2 is a loudspeaker, with a ruler flat
Irequency response. No more need be said. The K2

capabilities better than any words!
ploys a very good quality 165mm.
bass/midrange unit with a cast

magnesium alloy chassis and a first class, carefully
matched 19mm polyamide so{t dome tweeter, With
simplicity of construction in mind, it was necessary to
select not only two matching drive units but ilso
suitable roll-off characteristics to enable the use of a
very si addition, the bass/mid ,e,
had to x loading. Many units were
tested until the final selection was
made. The chosen drive units proved ideal for the

ing

set

frequency section, to assist the bass/mid roll-off, #
a resistor and capacitor in the tweeter section (Figure
4). The capacitor Protects the tweeter, whilsithe
re_sistor corrects for a slight imbalance in the efficiency
of the two units, by attenuating the tweeter and
reducing it's output by - 1.4dB. Good quality air cored
inductors and polyester capacitors are included in the
crossover, as these have a direct bearing on ultimate
sound quality. An added bonus of simple crossover
networks is that, the less componenis used, the less
any subsequent inefficiencies in the system The effic-
iency rating for the com is a high gg.6dB
SPL at 1 metre/ l watt , a higher output
per watt than less effic

The cabinet lor the KZ (See Figure 1 & 2) is a
straighforward box, manufactured from lSmm. MDF
board, a very rigid, dense material, which obviates the
need for quite a lot of internal bracing. One shelf brace

D with a volume of 15 75 litres, this being the
optimum size for a reflex design, based an Thiele
parameters for the particular drive unit employed.
Without going into unnecessary details, this volume
gave by far the best results, the cabinet being tuned

CUT.OUT CENTRE AS SHOWN _ SAND
EDGES _ THEN STRETCH OARK BBOWN
OR BLACK THIN MATERIAL OVEB &
STAPLE ON BAC( OF FRAME FIX TO
CABINET USING VELCRO IN EACH
CORNER & MIODLE OF EDGES

SPEAKER GRILLE
FRAME

MATEBIAL 6,5mm l'/.in) pLy
<-l

216 |

Speaker Grille Frame.

Design
The Kord K2 is a two way compact sized reflex or
ported design, which, if well designed, gives
enhanced bass output with lower distortion than an
equivalent sealed cabinet of the same size. Cabinet
size was determined by the fact that most homes

rs cluttering up
ly good quality

any equivalent speaker on tf," -urf"t,Yit;flff:::

'ji cL



to 43FIz e:-:: excellent transient response. The port
tubes a:e =aie from 54mm dia' plastics tube (Tube

ID 50n:: -ed into the front baffle of the cabinets
and giue: ::r '*'ith Evostik, flush with the panel, the
pori operr::g rnside the box left unobstructed. Do not
under a:,-- '=cumstances alter the length of the port
tube, as irs retermines the resonant frequency of the

cabinet
Anrplf.er connections at the rear of the cabinet

are good quality insulated terminals which accept
either 4mrn plugs or bare wire. Finally, to give the

speakers a professional finish, it was decided to
provide the option of making grilles (Figure 3). They
are relatiuely easy to make and may just prevent
probing fingers from damaging the drive units. how-

ever, for the best results in use, we recommend taking
the grilles off, allgrilles do have a degrading e{fect on
the high frequencies.

correct depth (The thickness of the speaker flange)
and work to the line. It is preferable to rebate, but not
vital if you dont feel up to it. The question of finishing
the cabinets is up to your individual taste, if you are

ambitious, it can be veneered, or much simpler,
covered by a laminate such as formica and of course
a painted finish is always an option.

ln conclusion, after you have assembled the
crossover, complete with leads for the drive units, do
not leave it lying around loose in the cabinet,
otherwise it will cause some unwanted rattles when
the speaker is operating, fix it to either the back or side

panel, then twist any loose leads together and cleat
them to the sides, also, ensure that the port tube is
clear of any obshuction before {inally fitting the drive
units. Solder the leads on to the drive units as shown
in Figure 4. The tweeter is then secuted by four 3mm
self tapping screws and the bass,/mid. unit by four
4mm self tap screws. lt will be necessary to drill small
pilot holes for the screws, then secure both units
tightly.

All that rdmains is to couple it into your system

via. reasonably good speaker leads, such as 13 amp
cable, then switch on and listen to the sound quality.

For best results we recommend using solid metal

stands, with good floor contact. The tweeter should
be placed at ear level when sitting down and give
yourself a pat on the back for doing a good 1ob.

PARTS LIST

BUYLINES

INDUCTOB
O.42mH

INPUT
FROM

TERMINALS

-vE
THEORETICAL

4kl'lz 6dB/OCTAVE
cBossovER

AS YOU CAN SEE IN THE DIAGRAM THE POSITIVE
CONNECTION FROM TIIE INPUT IS CONTIECTEO TO THE
INDUCTOR COIL ANO THE 3u3 CAPACITOR
THE INDUCTOR GOES TO THE +VE ON THE BASS/MID
UNIT AND THE CAPACITOB TO THE 'vE ON THE
TWEETER THE NEGATIVE CONNESTIONS OF BOTH
DRIVE UNITS GO DIRECTLY TO THE NEGATIVE INPUT

.AN OPTIONAL 2R2 7W RESISTOR CAN 8E FITTED IF
YOU PREFER MORE ATTENUAJION ON THE TWEETER
SIMPLY OISCONNECT THE 1R5 ANO INSERT 2R2
RESISTOR _ THIS WILL GIVE A FUFTHER _O 8dS
ATTENUATION

4BA SOLDER TAGS ABE SUPPLIEO TO ENABLE
CONNECTIONS TO THE INPUT TEFMINALS

Fig. 4 Electrical Connections.

TABLE 1 Specilications K2 Compact hudspeaker

Frequency range 43-20,000H2

Frequencyresponse 70-20,000H2

lmpedance 8 ohms

PowerHandling 15W 80W

Efficiency 88.6dBSPL at lm/W

BeflexTuning 43Hz

CrossoverFrequency 3,000H2

Bass/Mid driver 165mm pulp cone-doped

HF driver 19mm polyamide soft dome

Construction Hints
Having gone through all the glowing descriptions,
they now need to be built. In general, the drawings
give most of the necessary details of construction,
however, a few useful pointers may be of assistance.

For the cabinet, it makes good sense to get all the
panels cut to s ize when you purchase the wood, they
can cut it accurately on a circular saw,leaving nice

square edges. Butt joints are recommended for
making the basic open fronted boxes, this is relatively

easy and provided you use plenty of glue, such as

PVA to ensure good joints with no leaks, a good result

will ensue. It is also a good idea to allow the panel
edges to stand slightly proud, then when set, sand or
surform the edges back level with the cabinet surface.

Before glueing in the shelf brace, make sure that it is
a good tight fit against s and also that
it fits snugly against th emember that
the front baffle is the last panel to be fitted, having
previously cut out the drive unit and reflex port holes.
(Figure 1) If you decide to rebate the drive units, the

easiest method is to place the unit in the cut-out and
mark round it with a pencil, then set the router to the
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

SERVICE
Febtuaqr

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442)
6655 1

ACCESS or VISA

Price Prlce
code (inc.

vAT)
c t1.80
D L2.50
E L3.25
F t4.00
G t4.75
H f5.50
J 86.62
K L7.20
L e8.E0
M t10.60
N 113.10
o f.15.80
P Lt7.90
a t21.80
R L23.90
s L25.90
T L29.OO
u L32.20
v f.35.80
w f37.90
x t40.70

E9002-3 Superscope CRT Driver Board . K
E9O02-4 SuperscopeTimebaseBoard .,. K
E9003-1 SuperscopeYl inputboard ... ..... ... J
E9003-2 Superscope Y2 input board . .. J
E9003-3 Superscope sw)tch generator ,..
E9003-4 Businesspowerampboard . . ... ..... L
E9003-5 Business power supply board J
E9003-6 Business pre-amplifier board L
E9003-7 Water hole .. G
E9003-8 Super Siren . .. D
E9003-9 V'al's badge . .. F
E9004-1 Bass Amplifier DC Protection .... F

E9011-5 Four-track cassette recorder (Bias/erase oscillator
board .. K

E9072-l Infra Switch .. F
E9101-1 Remote Control - Main Board .. J
E9101-2 Remote Control - Dlsplay Board . .. . ,. H
E9101-3 Remote Control Timswitch - Transmit board E
E0101-4 SBC o{ Micro-Controller Board F
E9101-5 SBC of Practice Interface Board .. F
E9101-6 5 in 1 Remote Sensing Switch .,.. E

Please supply:
Quantlty Ref. no. Price Code Price lbtal Price

Post and packing

Total enclosed f
Please send my PCBc ta (Bu)cK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name

r

E9005-2 Phone [.ock and l-ogger . . F
E9006-1 Dark Room Timer .. G

E9O04-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser
E9004-3 Bass Amplifier Micro .

E9004-4 Quad Power Supply
E9005-1 Business Display

E9006-2 TeJephone Extension Bell
E9006-3 Telephone ExternalBell . ..

E9OO9-2 SJide Projector Controller
E9O09-2 Ultimate Diode Tester
E9009 3 The Enrertainer
E9010-1 ComponentTester ...

TO: ETI PCB SERIICE,READERS' SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

..L
.N
o

.o

C
D

J

K
N

E

D
G

E9006-4 Fecko Box G
E9006-5 Bug Spotter .. E
E90O7-l Guitar Practice Amp .. G
E9007-2 Digital Frequency Meter -M
E9007-3 Footstep Alarm .. E
E9007-4 Transistor Tester .. C
E9007-5 Decision Maker
E9008-1 AC Millivohmeter
E9008-2 Temperature Controller
E9008-3 FM Generator . . L

f.o.75

F
E9010-2 Active Contact Pickup .:. E Addresc.
E9010-3 R4X Longwave Receiver
E9011-1 The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) ._ N
E9071-2 Infra-lock transmitter (2 boards) K
E9011-3 [nfrzi-lock receiver .. H I . postcode
E90174 Four-track cassette recorder (recordlplayback | ^a,F^,rh^ ^.-^--.: ^ __ _-::"_": _"'

one channer) : 
--" 

-1::::*; L _ jTguES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE rO ASp rtd.
J

E9702-7 Remote ControlTimeswitch - Receiver Board ...... F
E9702-2 Anti-theft Alarm (2 boards) ...... H

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines
Use the {orm or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts of the {orm Make sure you use the board reference numbers. Thisnot onlv idenlifies the board but also tells you when the pro;.it *ur publiit,"a. rnli"rtt*,j rril"i.i"ui" tt 

" 
y"ur. tn" n";i;;;;"ih;month.

TarmsarestrictJypagmentwithorder.Wecannotacceptofficialordersbutwecansupplyaproformainvoiceifrequired 
Suchorderswill not be processed until payment is received.
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NEW LOW PRICES ON
MICRO PANELS!!

24209 Panel 560x210mm covered in
high quallty chips: 8o85AHC, 4255,4257 ,

a251A"2, 4253-5, 4275, A2O2A, 2732,
27'16 all in sockets; 1 I x 41 1 6-2 + other
mainly Ls chips + min switches, LED's,
oscillator, large tants, 3 x 50 way double
slded edge connectors Amazing value
atonly .. E9.95
24210 Panel 260\21O whlch could plug
lnto the above board Lots of memory
on thls one: 36 " 4116-20. Also 8085AC,
A2O2 & 2716 in sockets + 55 other
mainly Ls chips, olL swltch, large tants
etc

199'I CATALOGUE
YOU GET A GREAT DEAL MORE WHEN YOU DEAL

WITH GREENWELD!!
The 1991 Greenweld Catalogue is out NOw!

* Many substantial reductions
* Ouantity pricing for bulk buyers
* 132 pagesofvalue-packed goods
* Next 6 updates plus lists included in price
* Easyto useorderform
* 1st class reply paid envelope* our famous Baroain List

GLUE CUNS
87-O4OO Hot melt gluegun. Electronically
contro.lled heating
element which melts the
long stick of glue when
inserted. Trigger feed.
Mains operated. Normally
sells for €8.60.
Our price ........ 84.95
Clue sticks - Dack of 1o el oo

24225 80186 Panel 346x280mm
'Benchmark 1 86', panel packed with high
class chips Just look at what you get!!
80'186 16 bit SMHz microprocessor;
16x4164-12 RAMS; 2x6116-3; 2x2732
EPROMS; 2x8255AP-5; 8259AC-2;
6845SP; 146818P; 72O1C all in sockets
Over 80 LS chlps,4 xtals, back up battery,
2\25 way 'D' sockets etc, etc!! Total
chip value alone must exceed €150 and
remember all the large chips are in
sockets
o.l.a atEM

Price to include catalogue, current bargain list and next 6 lists All supplied with
reply paid envelope E2.50 (UK & BFPO) E5.OO Overseas Regular stocks: AAA E1.2O; AA 99p;

we stlll have good supplies of yet
another Astec model ThiS one is
partlally casecr, the overall slze being
160 x 104 x 45mm The PCB rneasures
160 t'loomm lnput and Outputs are on
flying leads, all colour coded There is
also an additional IEC socket to extend
mains to another unit
Specification:
Model Number AA12531
lnput 115l23Ov,5Ol6OHz
Outputs 5V 5A

+12V 015A
Total wattage 50w
Prlce €6.95; 1OO+ 5-2'l

Also still available: An Astec'bare board'
model The PcB ls standard Eurocarcl
size, 160 x 100mm lnput and outputs
are on rlght angle PcB pins Thls is a
very compact moclel offerlng excellent
value for money
Specification:
Model Number AC8151-Ol
tnput 1'15/23OV,5O/6OHZ
outputs i5v 25A

+ 12Y 2A
12V 01A

Total wattage 40w
Prlce f12.95; 1OO+ 8.91
28887 Made by STC, this 160x100mm
PCB is attached to an alumlnlum chassis
165,102"65mm and has a slngle 5v
6A output Supplied with connection
details, we can offer these at fractlon of
their normal cost!
Prlces ..... E5.95; '10 + €4.95; 100 + E3 95

Over the years, we've had many
different switch mode power supplies,
but this latest unit is without doubt one
of the finest we've ever seen! Made by
Astec, it is a totally enclosed steel cased
unit measuring 175 t 136 " 65mm, which
has incorporated in it a switched and
fusec, IEC malns inlet lnside, the PCB is
'160,8Omm with output pins fitted on
one end A connector to these pins to
extend the outputs to the exterior cil
the case is provided
Specification:
Model Number: BI$41012
lnput: 115123OV, SOl'OHz
Outputs: +5V 375A

+12V 1 5A
12V O 4A

Total wattage: 65w
Prlce E14.95; 1OO* 11.21

we've also dlscovered a small quantity
of an Astec model offered previously
Regrettably we've had to increase
the price, but theV still represent
outstancling value for money Enclosed
in a steel case 203 x 112,60mm is a PCB
',l97 ' 106mm lnput and Outputs are
via pins on the PcB
specification:
Model Number ACg231
lnput 115/23OV,5O/6OHZ
outputs -12v 254

-5V 64
12V 05A(ror )

5V 05A(+or )

Total wattage 50w
Prloe E17-93t 1OO+ 13-46

sWlTCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES
t L.,.va e ....w; 77r EJ-ro
24150 Ex mobile radio battery
58 " 63 " 33mm case (sometimes
dEmaged) contains I ' AA slze
rechargeable Nicads These can be
removed by breaking the case open
Each cell rated 1 2v 600mA
Prlce ........,,......,,.................................. E5.OO
24149 As above but 84r66i33mm
There are again 8 cells but they are
longer than AA size, belng 75mm long

24356 Microprocessor panel
310x85mm with 2'8035 I bit CPU (64
bytes RAM) in sockets, 2x2716 EPROM
5\PA243 1/0 expanders, also 18 other
chips,2 ,. 6MHz xtals etc
Prlce ....................---........-,.....--.,.,.,......E3.OO

Prlce........-.........-.-...,-,....,----.--,,.-..-----. E4-50
Half ,lA Nlcads avallable ln a swles.
Each cell rate 1.2 V O.25Ah. ilormal
charEe 25mA for 16hr.
Zlaog Cell with wires attachecl at both
ends

4 WAVEBAND RADIO
28891 Superb 4 waveband radio by
Ross, model RRs Covers FM 88-108MH2,
MW 518-16'r0kHz, LW 150-275 kHz, SW
5 7-19 1 MHz (16 5-52 6m) Nicely styled

218'lO Cell enclosed in black heatshrink
with wires attached at both ends
Drl.a 6l a^

218'11 Pack of 4 cells, enclosed in black
heatshrink with wires attached at both
encls
Prlce -.-.....-..............-...............-..-...-.,.-- €3.95
z1a3o saft 40 RF310 back up Nlcad
battery Pc mounting on 70 x 22 smm
centres Rated 36v 10mAH (20mA)
Overall size 76 " 28 x 8mm
Prlce ........................-.-.....-..,---.-.----.----- E2-oo
21829 Nicad 25mm dla x 34mm long
rated I 6v soomA Pc mounung tags

clear scale markings Telescopic aerial,
headphone socket. Volume, tone
and tunlng controls ON/OFF switch
and waveband selector switch and AFC
switch Mains/battery. (Takes 4: C
cells) orlglnally retalled at E1 I 95
Our prlce ...814.95

COMPONENT PACKS
IOTS MORE IN OUR
CATATOGUE! Ks31 Prectston
Reslstor Pack - High qualitY, close
tolerance R's wlth an extremely variecl
selection of values mostly %W and '/,W;
tolerances from o 10/o to zyo - ideal for
meters, test gear etc
Prlce ................. 25OlE3.OO; 1,000/rl 0 00
K558 Dlode Pack - untested small signal
diodes like 1N4148 etc, at a price never
before seen!!
Prlce/1,OOO........................................ E2.5O
K557 lC Pack - a mlx of linear and logic
chlps, from 6 to 40 pin All are new and
marked, but some may not he f ull spec

21719 Back-up battery 4 8V 11omA PCB
mounting 23.5mm dia x 16 5mm made
bV Emmerich NormallV €3 76

2172O Lithium Manganese coin cell
Extremely thin, just 1 6mm,20mm dla
model 2o't 6 Normally El 67

21409 PC mounting deac 6V 100mA
Rating made by Memec 30 x 15 x 27mm
List €4 65
Prlce ......-.,........,....-............................. e1.50

TIISTEL II VISUAL TELEPHONE TAPE DECKS
Total communrcauon tor deaf people - tnrs oflllrant prece of equrpment nas a full
OWERTY keyboard and 40 character screen Texteditor 9,500 character memory
Auto answer Auto dial calculator Printer interface Rs232 lv24/28t serlal
interface Modem support v21123/25 These are new and boxed but because
the makers are bankrupt, there's no guarantee. originally sold for over E500. A
comprehensive '143 page instruction manual is provided. lManual only - send E12,
Q'10 refunded on return)

El50.OO

28885 Telephone answering machine
believed to have been used as an alarm
system Steel chassis 245 \ 220 x 35mm
contains PcB 228x145mm and an

f5l9 LED Pack. Not only round but
many shaped LEDS in this pack in
red, yellow, green, orange and clear

the tape head is fed into an MC330'l
quad op-amp The PcB also has 1o cMos
gates, 3 relays, lsolator transformer,

Prlce ..........-.,....... 1OO/E5.95; 25O / E1 1.7 5
x575 Plastlc Power Pack- Mainly TO'126
and fO22O transistors, SCRS, Triacs etc
All new full spec marked devices
offerlng fantastic value. Lots of TIP and
BO types.

BBC SOFTWARE
Special Price to schools

for Classroom Pack !
For BBC ',B' Computer; full colour leaflets
on request
24126 Music Master recorder tutoring
system was €52 78

FREE, if requested, with every
breadboard sold this month! K574 wire
link pack with about 250 links for use
wlth breadboard or PCB's!

lgnnecf,or for E r ilne, 1 zv suppty eEc atsoplug and socket arrangement for
Auto/Manual and Bell delav
Prlce Elo.oo
24507 8-track cassette mechanism
Sturdy steel chassis 1 32 x 'l 26 x 50mm
a^htrln.4tV m^f^. c^l6h^ii frha ha.d

K581 Copper clad board pack. We
have now obtalned further supplles of 80x 60mm Takes upto 3 16 pin chlps

Drl.. c, c2.50
and mechanical bits to change track
Prlce

ts. all reasonable sizes Mav include
and clouble sicled, SRBP and glass
Pack of approx 2oo sq ins.

E2.OO
f582 Polvstyrene Gaps- An amazing
range of values from a few pF to 0.01

offcul
single
fibre.
Prlce

G711 Protobloc 2 has a total 840 tie
points will accommodate up to 7 16 pin
devices Size 172 x 64mm ..-.....-.,.-., E5-95
4712 As above, but mounted onto a

24274 MICrO CaSsette mechanism
100 x 74 x 55mm as used in dlctaphones/
answerphones etc complete wlth head,
optical sensing and hall effect swltch,
solenoid and motor
Prlce -,,------.,-----------.----------------.--.---.----- E2-oo24328 Mupados Recorder Tutor wlth

stereo cassefte containing 52 tunes and
handbook orlglnally€3094

terminals for power connections. A

Pack of 200
mounlng oracket wnrcn clrps rnto tne
base is also provided to accept a variety BULK COMPONENTS

(AII +VAT IN THIS
sEcTroN)our 16 page Bulk

Buyers List is out now -
send for your copy.
24355 6 way DIN lead to open end

K580 iretal oxlde reslstors, TR4 0 25w
by Electrosil wide range of values,
mostly 5%, few closer tolerances. super
value pack of 2oo

pontentiometers, etc ...................... c6.95

Mlcro Maestro turns computer screen
lnto a muslc stand! Supplied with audio
cassette Original price €1 7 25

4724 2 Of tvpe G711 mounteo OntO
a rlgld baseplate with 3 coloured
termlnals , for power connectlons
Overall size 225 x 15Omm -....-...---..813-95
G7l6 3 0f tvoe G711 ancl an additlonall(587 A selection of toggle switches,

mainly from page 122 of our 1990
Catalogue lncludes slngle pole to 4 pole
sub min, and min Pack of 50, €30 00 at
catalogue prices.

a rlgid base plate with 4 coloured
terminals Overall size 242 x 195mm,

24554 Bb E4.95
1I + O,O7

Z80CPU'SbyZilog lOOf 0.35
) a,,E a<\t a)^fc am r a MMOTOR + GEAR PACK

274 PARK ROAD, SOU

qll prices include vAT (except bulk
:omDonents); P&P €2.OO Der order. Mln
:redlt card e5. No cwo mln. offlclal

ome; mln

que, postal
n currencv
ccess, visa,

cur stores have enormous stocks of
:omponents and our trade counter is
f,pen from 9-5.30 from Mon-Sat. Come
and see us!
Tel: (O7O5)236aGl ?ra r;.
Fax: (0703) 236307 E..u 

-THAMPTON, SO1 3TB

x579. This pack contains 10 assorted
batterv powered motors (mostly 3v) +
90 oearsetc: 16-6omm dia + worms and

1I+ O.O25
5V 5ATO3 Regulator .. lOO+ 2.OO
'l2V 5ATO5 Regulator.. . .- lOO+ 2.OO
HM6116LP-4 RAM . lOO+ 0.60
2O0V 25A Brldge Rectifier

shafts. Amazingvalue

INDICATOR PACK TIPP31

TIPP32.

1OO+ O.O7
1I + 0.O4

1OO+ O.O7
1I+ O-O4

KTOO 8rg Vaflety ot neons rn tnrs pack!
Round, square and oblong, clio and
screw fix Red, Green, Amber and clear
Tag & wire-ended. All are 110V, but
sultable reslstors for use on mains are
lncluded Really great value for moneyl
Pr|ce........,,...--...,......,......--.,...,.,.,. 20l€2.50

4,700FF 63V cans
BDW93 Darllngton
BDW94 Darlington

1OO+ 1.30
100 - o.20
1OO+ O.20
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Remote Control Time switch - Receiver board

il#
Anti-theft Alarm Receiver A nti-th ef t Alarm Transmitter
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EASY.PC, SCHEMATIC ANd PCB CAD

o Runs on:-
PCXr/AT/386/486
CGA EGA VGA.

o Design:-
Single sided,
Double sided and
Multilayer boards.

Provides Surface
Mount support.

Standard output in-
cludes Dot Matrix
printer, Laser
Printer Pen Plotter,
Photo-plotter and
N.C. Drill.

Not

r-l iil
ll rmEr U 3r, tr

DB

z

""-l
c3

c2

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Atfordable Price

Only
898.00!

Plus P&P+VAT

BRITISH

AWARD

eirc
Iil"JJ:I6HEJ;]L';H']Ltd. I over 6000 lnstallations!
REF: ET!, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,PEIT 4WR, ENGLAND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (6lines) Fax:0480 494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Wetcome.

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX . O31 667 2611

A COMPREHENSlVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

UR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f 1.50 _ TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTUBEVOUCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTUHE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY, PLEASE

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI
CATALOGUE.

E Open: Mondgy-F^r1d-ay_ 9^.QO-6.OO 
-rES Saturddy 9.OO-'5.OO 
-

Keep your copies in first class condition
Keep your collection of

ELECTHONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

in mint condition with'
these specially

commissioned binders
The price is just f6.80

which includes postage
and packing.

How to order
send cheque/p.o. to A.S.P.
BINDER OFFERS, Argus

House, Boundary Way, Hemel
Hempstead, HP2 7ST.

TELEPHONE ORDERS (24 HRS)
1 9" RACK MOUNTING EOU!PMENT CASES

This range of 19" rack c6es features stin blackfinished 16SWG ('l5mm) slel front panels(nofixing holes visible),
wilh the rear box assembly conslructed from 20SWG ( 9mm) sleel The standard units are 10" (254mm) deep

t{EW FOB 1990 19' project cases only 4" (101mm) deep and are available in lhe following popular sizes:

PROJECTCASES
Type Height Price
PU1 13A" \44nn) t16 50
PU2 3%" (88mm) t18 50
PU3 5%" (133mm) t20 50
PU4 7" (178mm) t2250
PU6 101/2" \266nnl t26 50

EOUIPMENTCASES
Ul 13l4"(44mm) 12070
U2 3%" (88mm) 124 15
U3 5% " (133mm) t27 60
U4 7" l178nnl 129 90

Delivery included (UK only)
All prices include VAT.

BLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and RACK CABINETS are also available

Pleasesend SAElor details

Tel:0275 823983 lorAccesVVisa Sales orcheque
with order tol

RACKZ PRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotsfield, Bristol, England, BS17 3RY

Please supply E,T.l. BINDERS @ 16 80 each inc p&p

Total t ..... (Please make cheques/postal orders payable to A S P )

NAME .

ADDRESS

ordebit., ffi Expiry ......
ACCESS/VISA Signature ......
Ply"ytlyZd"ys for detiwy _ J
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

James Trott
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send o:
ETI C t, ASB Argus House,Boun mpstead,Itpz zSr.

printed on the adverlisement rate card (available on request).

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret

order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/POs to: Quantek Elec-
tronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 45A
Statior Roa4 Northfield, Birming-
ham B31 3TE. S.A.E. for details of
this and other kits.

High quality EXTEND,ER CARDS are
available as circuit board onlv, in kil form or
fully assembled from OBETECH SYSTEMS.

Board Kil Fuily
onlv lorm assembls

EURoCAFo 64wFowsa,b t.d fl6 t20
EUHOCARo 64wFowsa,c e10 fl7 e21
PC XT 3t Way tg e13 t2OPCAT rVl iJay $ r14 t21

Add 50p postage + 150/0 VAT ro above pnces

CONTACT
.FI ORETECH SYSTEMS

- 
0493-4423s0 E

PCB CAD software, Protel PCB+
Autorouter Professional Package,
t500 + VAT ono. Centronics PPB
laser printer, 1.75Me9, little used,
bargain, t600 + VAT ono. 4 prs
30Woutdoorspeakers, f100 + VAT
0626 772353.

SOLAR PANELS. 100mm x
60mm, 2.5V 0 2W C1 30. 6 for t7.00.
6" x 6",6V 0.7VV, t5.00. 12,, x 6,,,
'l2V or 6V 1.4W q8.00. 12" x 12,,,
12V 3W, q14.00. 36" x 12,,, 12V
5-6W e20.00. Prices include UK
P&P Complete pan
to 12V 12W, POA.
Keyes GW4|ED, 4
Newport, Gwent NP9 8AX.

FM Transmitter Kits
Also a Telephone Bug Detector Kit

_Beady 
b! I FM tr.nshiuer 1650 includ ng tust A hck ng

The5e 6E ComheEiet KtB - We de 6tock . set.cilon ot
$.nnl@ FecelEB, $ ld.pbE brtd*t Etctor$tb.

a tE..atatogu.

97 LETGH RD. ATHEFTON, Cr Umcxesren
Telephone Atherton (0942) 891140 irait Order Onty

12\121 f1ob6

Compuler qrade capac to6 wilh screw terminah 3BOooLt 2Ov

sle' 60 LwMwFM une/oreaFp ass, bne @FroE
6 ronrng scate. ts e1d.eo ir aak6 taLly C350,
c rcuil 6lc lo/above e0.50.
Hourcounrorus6dTdgil24O!acsOHz. .. .. ..., .tr4s
LCDd splay 16d gilTxsdols,dol marix .. .. .... . t250
MEFTY.eymdrd 58i6y g@dqus[yswilches ne,.. a5OO
OWFmYteyboa drilrse atoutpul,rooata .. C5@
Wde range ol CMOS TTL zHC 74F Lrnear TransrsloB kits.apa( ro9ool5erar*ays.stek pteeeaddgspbwedsp8p

VAT ncluded

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatffidh Bmd, Chesterrietd S40 2BH

kcess&rsa Orde$lo2qlz1121Z Ca[erswelcom€

CALL 0442 66551
TO ADVERT!SE

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash Immediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188

Fax Number: 0945 588844

Dept ETl,374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRTDGE CB4 1SU

'JuJgU 399'6ro Smokedsloctors,smal|size ezooeach
)....... S , targs trghl and pauser).....Add ord .oo.Al ,;i;Sl';l3L?
to al S E tor our lates|ist or for more info

T4LSTTL.piclandmx,buylOormorelor ..tol2each Metat prclecl boxes driled a painled but unused
Types available 00'02'04 ,08'11 ,12,13'15'20,21'2A ze"jZ.sxscm .. -- ...... ._- .- ............ .... €5.00 each

'27'30'32'33'37'38'42'74,83,85,86,96107,109122 rorctdat mains rransformer, l2v 4A & 0.4A,'132136138139148151/1531s7158160,162162 t2o_121A&.2As-o-g2A...... cc.ooneooorzis.brilg
164 165 174'191'193'240' 253' 257, 260, 299, 353, 965 Vrd€o TaDes. ElBo VHS

Rates: 55p per word (+ VAT) min 15 words. Semi Display C14.OO per insertion per single column cm.
Electromart 822.00 + VAT per insertion. Send to ETI Advertising Dept, ASp, Aigus Ho.-use, Boundary
Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts Hp2 7ST.

! rrrs ! emrus ! counses I ornen(PLEASEsrATE)

Name

Address

. Post code
Daytime Tel. No

Signature ..... Date

f 1"r... ......... insertions
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MA R INTE

ick one box only!)

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV Sedicing tr

Basi( Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) tr

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineering tr Car l'lechanics U

Elecirlcal Conrracting/
lnstallation tr

Computer
Prorammins tr

GCE ove.40'O'and 'A' level subjecrs tr

The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics, fibres and
optoelectronics and progtlmmable logic controllers
for study at home or at work. The advantages are
that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These highly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.2O2

I
I

I

I

I

t

I
I

I

I

I

t

PACIGGED SHORT COURSES

NATIONAL
COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

KITS, plans, etc, for surveillance,
protection (sonic and HV), "007"
gear. Send 2 x 22pslamps For list
ACE(TI), 53 Woodland Way,
Burntwood, Statfs.

ASK

JAMES TROTT

FOR MORE

DETAILS

CALL 044266551

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 1 50 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Heretordshire, HRB 2HS.

WIND Power Guide Catalogue, UK
suppliers, list of DlY, plans,
generators, inverters, etc, e2.90.
Jemmett Engineering, 58 Peares-
wood Gardens, Stanmore, Middle-
sex HA7 1NX.

Start training now forthe following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 (Rer:Err/02le1)

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

! lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 9UN

tr

tr

tr

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range Of electronic components at

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EHl6 sDX

Tel:031 6672611
Open: iron-ThurI15am-6pm, Fri9 15am-5pm,

Sat 9 30am-5pm - 1990/91 Catalogue t1 50

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0154

4TWhitechapel Tel:051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
,T 

H E E LECT RON ICS SP EC I ALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

one ollhe largestcomponenl retailers in lhe UK Fasland eilicienl,
same daypemonal seryice on'lN SToCK ITEMS Very competalive

prices No mrnimum ordeI Call Cicklewood Eleclronics now

40 cRtcKLEW00D BR0ADWAY, L0ND0N I'tW2 3ET
Tel: 081.450 09951452 0161

CALL JAMES TROTT

FOR DETAILS ON

RATES AND SERIES

DISCOUNTS

0442 66551

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRON!CS
42 ELMGROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access

COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

D!RECT ELECTRONICS
ELECT RO N IC S COM PO N E NT S P EC I ALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDON E12 sAD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurs 10-1pm
We st@k a large Bnge ol TV & Video spares
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Panel Engraving Service

I in the coupon stating clearly the code number, yo.1u
ress and your remittance made payable to: A.S.F.

The ultimatein personal service must be to offer afrontpanelmadeto
your design'requirements and this does not have tobe [mited to

Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on its way, the prices are inclusive of VAT and postage and packing:

P8910-1 Multimeter
P9007-1 Decision Maker

f 5.95
f 8.95

TELEPHONE ORDERS
0442 66s51

Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,

1 Please supply P9001- I Colour dti, ... . @ f 5.00I Please supply P89 l0- I Colour Oty ... . @ S 5.95
I Ptease suppty P9007- 1 Colour Oti _ . @ f g.95
t Cheques/P.O. payable to A.S.p. or debit my Access

I

I

I

I

I

Totd g ...................

I ETI Reader Services, Argus House. Boundarv Wav.I Hemel Hempstead, HertI, Hp2 7STrY'It"'j"Y $

fhe March issue of bjects to
I _tantalise 

your thoug practical
reality. For keen radio I 1o make
a simple SSB radio an

For audio interests, we have an article on the ins and outs
of RIAA equalisation.

::T3'&:frll:
ng world, we
ble machines.

Sounds like fun for the 90s so rush out and order a copy.

ETI appears on the first Friday in February that,s the 1st.

The abow atichs arc in prcpantion but circumstances may prcwnt publication

Sony and HDTV the all American way. projects included the
second article on the remote controlled timer, a micro-confuoller
board and a five in one device for detecting mains in cables.
Therewere some festive Tips for Christmasind the second of
two articles on Repairing Oscilloscopes.

A limited supply of back numbers are available from Select
Subscriptions.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BK ELECTRoNTCS tFC J&N 8U11......,.,....,.,.............,.,,. ...,..., 20
BRTAN pRtCE ELECTRoN|CS.....,..,.,. 16 MApLtN ELECIRON|CS..,......... ..... OBC
CIBKIT HOLDINGS 55 NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS..........,...,.... 63
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Take the Sensible Route!
BoorOloker is o powerfulsoftwore toolwhich
provides o convenient ond fost method of designing
printed circuit boords, Engineers worldwide hove
discovered thot it provides on unporolleled price
performonce odvontoge over other pC-bosed ond
dedicoted design systems by integroting sophisticoted
grophicol editors ond CAM outputs of on offordoble
price,

ln the new versionY2,23,full
considerotion hos been given to

ollowing designers to continue using their existing
schemotic copture pockoges os o front end to
BoordMoker Even powerful focilities such os Top Down
Modificotion, Component renumber ond Bock
Annotqtion hove been occomodoted to provide
overoll design integrity withln the links between your
schemotic pockoge ond BoordMoker,

Equolly, powerfulfeotures ore included to ensure thot
users who do not hove schemqtic copture soflwore
con toke full odvontoge BoordMoker

dMoker is still o remorkoble
ncludes 3 months free
otes.

BoordRouter is o new integroted gridless outoroute
module which overcomes the limltotions normolly
ossocioted with outorcuting. YOU specify the trock
wioth, vio size ond des gn ruies for individuol nets,
BoordRouter tnc^ ,c,.es -re boord bosed on these
ca*i^a. ^ -nse- -gs ^ --c :J-e ,.,Cv ,VoU might route it youSelf

: . : - -: cutoroute mixed technology
: _ l-tr .gve, otgtlot, power swtlchtng

- CNE PASS ..,.:e respecting ALL design rules.

.:, .-V V UU (JIL./UIU IIII ULI IC(-IIII(JI
:' '- =':'-;-e, digitol, power switching

3c-,,/eet pins lf the trocks widths ond cleoronces
ciiorv, BoordRouter will outomoticolly ploce 1,2 or
even 3 trocks between pins,

I
I
I
Ir
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
T

Net list input from OTCAD, Schema, etc
Top down modification
Forward and back annotation

P
S
E routing

BoordMoker ond
BoordRouler ore priced
ot 9295.00 eoch. As o

speciol introductory offer, they con be
bought together for only S495.00
which puts sophisticqled pCB CAD
sottwore within the reqch of oll
engineers. This price includes 3
monlhs free softwqre updotes ond full
telephone lechnicql support.

Don't just toke our word for it, Coll us
todoy for o FREE Evoluotion pock ond
judge it for yourself,

Tsien (UK) Limited
Carnbridge Research Laboratories
18'lA Huntingdon Road
Cambridge C83 0DJ
Tel 0223 277777t__: _ tetuzzczlt/tl

ISlen Fax0223277747
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